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### Commencement Marshals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grand Marshal</td>
<td>Marvin Dawkins, Ph.D. College of Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Association Banner Marshal</td>
<td>Deborah Enix-Ross, B.F.A. ’78, J.D. ’81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Senate Marshal</td>
<td>JoNell Potter, Ph.D. Leonard M. Miller School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Banner Marshals</td>
<td>Leslie Knecht, Ph.D. College of Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Marshals</td>
<td>Merike Blofield, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dexter Callender, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Cantrell, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anjan Chakravartty, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara Colonna, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viviana Díaz Balsera, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Ferriss-Hill, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Evelina Galang, M.F.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George A. Gonzalez, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas K. Harris, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Lindemann, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yolanda M. Martinez-San Miguel, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philip M. McCabe, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imelda Moise, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martha Otis, M.F.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William A. Pestle, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roxane Pickens, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan Sokol-Katz, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geoff Sutcliffe, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenneth J. Voss, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athula Wikramanayake, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alumni Marshals

Peter A. Wish, A.B. '67
Mary Anne Biddiscombe, A.B. '77
Frances A. Sevilla-Sacasa, A.B. '77
Joyce A. Cress, A.B. '86
Raymond J. Kayal Jr., J.D. '92
Corinne M. Kayal, B.B.A. '93, M.B.A. '94, J.D. '97
Tamara E. James, B.L.A. '06
ACADEMIC PROCESSION *

University of Miami Fanfare
David Lambert, D.M.A. ’05

Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar

PHILLIP AND PATRICIA FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Robert M. Carnochan, D.M.A.
Director of Wind Ensemble Activities

David Lambert, D.M.A. ’05  Director of Wind Ensemble Activities

POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE

Jeffrey P. Summers, M.M.
Doctoral Conductor

Edward Elgar

PHILLIP AND PATRICIA FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Jeffrey L. Duerk, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

President’s Procession *

President’s Processional Fanfare – Toward Our New Century
Brian Balmages, M.M. ’00

Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM *

The Star Spangled Banner
Francis Scott Key

Samantha Lynn Hassold
Candidate, Bachelor of Music

PHILLIP AND PATRICIA FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Rabbi Lyle S. Rothman
Campus Rabbi and Jewish Chaplain, UM Hillel
Chair, University Chaplains Association

INVOCATION *

Rebbe Lyle S. Rothman

WELCOME

Julio Frenk, M.D., M.P.H., Ph.D.
President

Richard Blanco
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Hilarie Bass, J.D. ’81
Chair, Board of Trustees

Richard Blanco
Poet, Memoirist, Essayist

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES

President Frenk

Leonidas G. Bachas, Ph.D., Dean
Student Address

Serene Shehadeh, B.S. ’19
College of Arts and Sciences

Alumni Association Welcome

Frank R. Jimenez, B.S. ’87
President
University of Miami Alumni Association

Alma Mater *
William S. Lampe
and Christine Asdurian

Recessional

University of Miami Commencement Band
Phillip and Patricia Frost School of Music

*Man of the Hour
Miami March
The Crosley March
The Noble Men March
Henry Fillmore

*Those who are able are asked to stand for these portions of the program. At the conclusion of the program, the audience will please remain standing until the platform party has left the Watsco Center.
University of Miami Commencement Band

Jeffrey P. Summers, Conductor

Flute
- Emily Bedard
- Anna Kevelson
- Aaron Rib

Oboe
- Cameron Roberts
- Joey Wenda

Bassoon
- Melanie Ferrabone
- Keegan Hockett

Clarinet
- Tina DiMeglio
- Margaret Flood
- Kevin Gregory
- Claire Grellier
- Maydeleen Guiteau
- Shannon McDonald
- Patrick Prentice

Saxophone
- Frank Capoferri
- Joey Speranzo
- Nick Tobin
- Samuel Valancy

Trumpet
- Logan Butler
- Kyle Elgarten
- Matyas Fieszl
- Ben Hunter
- Connor Towns
- Mack Wood

Horn
- Peter McFarland
- Caiti Beth McKinney
- Natalie Miller
- Brittaney Pertsas

Trombone
- Cameron Daly
- Steven Eckert
- Thomas McKee
- Wesley Thompson

Euphonium
- Cassius Torres

Tuba
- Phil Beatty
- TJ Graf

Double Bass
- Dezmond Rogers

Percussion
- Katherine Fortunato
- Daniel Gerhardt
- Conor Mulford
- Guillermo Ospina

The commencement set was designed by Kristian A. Rodriguez, B.S.C. ’04, M.F.A. ’18, art director in University Communications.
RICHARD BLANCO
Poet, Memoirist, Essayist

He first stepped onto the national stage on Jan. 21, 2013, when he recited “One Today,” the powerful poem he wrote for President Barack Obama’s second inauguration that offered the nation messages of hope and unity.

Chosen by President Obama as the nation’s fifth inaugural poet, Richard Blanco, the son of Cuban exiles, was the youngest and the first Latino, the first immigrant, and the first openly gay person to serve in that role.

As Obama said in announcing his selection, “Blanco’s contributions to the fields of poetry and the arts have already paved the path forward for future generations of writers. Richard’s writing will be wonderfully fitting for an inaugural that will celebrate the strength of the American people and our nation’s great diversity.”

For his impressive body of work; his contributions to the understanding of cultural identity, community, and belonging; and his prodigious efforts to bring the magic of poetry and storytelling to diverse audiences, Richard Blanco is receiving a Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

An outspoken activist for diversity, LGBTQ rights, immigration, arts education, and other sociopolitical issues, Blanco has long explored the boundaries of race, gender, class, and ethnicity that divide society—explorations prompted by his search for unity and answers about his cultural identity and personal history.

As he likes to say, he was “made in Cuba, assembled in Spain, and imported to the U.S.” That’s because his mother was seven months pregnant with him when she and his family left Cuba for Madrid, where he was born. A mere 45 days later, they immigrated once more to New York City, eventually settling in Miami, where Blanco grew up and, earning an engineering degree from Florida International University (FIU) in 1991, embarked on a career as a civil engineer.

But in 1997, he returned to his alma mater for his Master of Fine Arts in creative writing, and the following year published his first book of poetry, “City of a Hundred Fires,” to critical acclaim. Winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize from the University of Pittsburgh Press, the book explored his cultural yearnings and contradictions as a Cuban-American, and the emotions of his transformational first trip to Cuba, his figurative homeland.

From that collection, the poem “America” illuminated the differences between his life as a son of exiles in Miami and the larger world:

We didn’t live in a two-story house with a maid or a wood-panel station wagon nor vacation camping in Colorado.
None of the girls had hair of gold; none of my brothers or cousins were named Greg, Peter, or Marcia; we were not the Brady Bunch.
None of the black and white characters on Donna Reed or on the Dick Van Dyke Show were named Guadalupe, Lázaro, or Mercedes.
Patty Duke’s family wasn’t like us either—they didn’t have pork on Thanksgiving, they ate turkey with cranberry sauce; they didn’t have yuca, they had yams like the ditos of Pilgrims I colored in class.

After the success of his first book, Blanco took a hiatus from engineering and began teaching, a career that took him to, among others, American, Georgetown, and Wesleyan universities, and back to FIU, where he continues to teach poetry today. Driven by a desire to examine the essence of place and belonging, he also began traveling. Poems related to those journeys became his second book, “Directions to The Beach of the Dead” (2005), which received the Beyond Margins Award from the PEN American Center.

In 2004 Blanco returned to Miami and, resuming his engineering career by day, designed several town revitalization projects. But as a poet by night, he began working on another collection before moving to Maine, where seeking the peace and tranquility of nature, he completed his third book of poetry, “Looking for The Gulf Motel” (2012). Winner of the Paterson Poetry Prize, the Maine Literary Award for Poetry, and the Thom Gunn Award, the collection chronicled Blanco’s complex navigation through his cultural, sexual, and artistic identities.

Since Obama’s second inauguration, Blanco has been named a Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow, written poems to help the nation heal from tragedy and celebrate milestones, and published his poignant and delightful memoir, “The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood” (2014), which received the Maine Literary Award for Memoir and the Lambda Literary Award for Gay Memoir in 2015. That same year, the Academy of American Poets named Blanco its first education ambassador. In that role, he writes lesson plans for the academy, visits students, and conducts workshops for educators on innovative ways to teach poetry.

He also completed his latest collection of poems, “How to Love a Country” (2019), which addresses the complexities and contradictions of our nation’s unresolved sociopolitical issues while celebrating its ideals and hope for an inclusive future where everyone has a sense of belonging.

For his uniquely intimate, eloquent, and accessible voice that connects communities, advances social causes, and promotes unity and understanding, the University of Miami is proud to honor Richard Blanco.

Commencement Speaker
Honorary Degree Recipient
Candidates for Degrees

The awarding of degrees and honors to the candidates named in this program is contingent upon the satisfactory completion of the appropriate requirements by each candidate. The listing of a student’s name in this program in no way implies or ensures his or her graduation, or the award of honors. The information listed on the following pages is current as of March 28, 2019.
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Presented by Guillermo Prado, Ph.D., Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Zenith Acosta Torres
B.S., 2010, Florida International University
M.S., 2013, University of Miami
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: A Three-Dimensional Organoid Platform for Human Retinogenesis
Advisor: Daniel Pelaez

Mariela Caridad Aguilar
B.S.B.E. 2005, University of Miami
M.S.B.E., 2005, University of Miami
Major: Ergonomics
Dissertation: Ocular Photosensitivity Analyzer: An Automated Instrument Designed to Determine Visual Photosensitivity Thresholds
Advisor: Shihab S. Asfour

Artem Akopyan
B.A., 2012, Boston University
Major: Physics
Dissertation: Low Temperature Spin Seebeck Effect in the Helimagnetic Insulator Cu2OSeO3
Advisor: Joshua L. Cohn

Virginia Alfonso
B.A., 2005, Florida International University
M.S., 2008, University of Miami
Major: Counseling Psychology
Advisors: Lydia Buki and Daniel Santisteban

Soyoung Baek
B.S., 2014, Dankook University, Korea
M.S., 2016, Seoul National University, Korea
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: Novel Nanocomposites for the Treatment of Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria in Water—Antibacterial Effects and Mechanisms of Nanocomposites
Advisor: John Murphy

Ahzin Bahraini
B.S., 2016, University of Georgia
M.A., 2018, University of Miami
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: Colorism and Middle Eastern Women: How Perceived ‘Ethnicness’ Influences Employment Opportunities
Advisor: John Murphy

William John Bazley
B.B.A., 2007, University of Miami
M.S., 2008, London School of Economics and Political Science, England
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: Essays on Financial Economics
Advisor: George Korniotis

Siddharth Mohankumar Bhambhwani
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: Creditor Rights and Accounting Quality: Evidence from a Natural Experiment
Advisor: Dhananjay Nanda

William Joseph Billingsley, Jr.
B.A., 1993, Vanderbilt University
M.S., 2017, University of Miami
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: Religion and the Psychology of Coalitions
Advisor: Debra Lieberman

Julie Elizabeth Brown
B.S., 2009, James Madison University
M.S., 2012, University of Miami
Major: Marine Biology and Fisheries
Advisor: Nelson M. Ehrhardt

Andrew Noel Livingstone Buskard
B.S., 2012, University of British Columbia, Canada
M.S., 2014, Springfield College
Major: Exercise Physiology
Dissertation: Optimal Approach to Load Progressions during Strength Training in Older Adults: An Intent-to-Treat Study
Advisor: Joseph F. Signorile

Michelle Rae Caunca
B.S., 2013, University of California at Irvine
Major: Epidemiology
Dissertation: A Population Neuroscience Approach for Analyzing Regional Structural Brain MRI Data in Cognitive Aging
Advisor: Tatjana Rundek

Xi Chen
B.S., 2014, Chongqing University, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: Random Phase Modulation of Stationary Light Fields with Applications in Biophotonics
Advisor: Olga Korotkova

Nicolas Ian Coffman
B.M., 2010, University of Iowa
M.S., 2016, University of Miami
Major: Music Education
Dissertation: Composer-Performer Identities of Undergraduate Students in an Electronic Music Program
Advisors: Carlos R. Abril and Don D. Coffman

Brian William Doherty
B.S., 2014, University of Richmond
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Development of Computational Tools for the Study of Ionic Liquids and Deep Eutectic Solvents
Advisor: Orlando Acevedo

Xu Dong
B.S., 2011, Wuhan University of Technology, China
M.S., 2013, Wuhan University of Technology, China
Major: Industrial Engineering
Dissertation: Diffusion of Innovations Over Large Social Networks
Advisor: Nazrul I. Shaikh

Gloria Michelle Ducasa
B.S., 2012, Florida International University
Major: Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Dissertation: The Role of ATP-Binding Cassette A1 as a Susceptibility Factor in Diabetic Kidney Disease
Advisor: Alessia Fornoni

Emily White Flanagan
B.S., 2012, University of Miami
M.S., 2014, University of Miami
Major: Exercise Physiology
Dissertation: Endogenous and Exogenous Estrogens on Biochemical and Performance Indicators of Exercise-Induced Muscle Damage in Users and Non-Users of Oral Contraceptives
Advisor: Arlette Perry
Magno F. Formiga  
B.S., 2012, State University of Paraíba, Brazil  
Major: Physical Therapy  
Dissertation: Novel Measures of Inspiratory Muscle Function in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease: Assessment and Training Implications  
Advisor: Lawrence P. Cahalin

Matthew Alexander Foretich  
B.S., 2012, University of Georgia  
Major: Marine Biology and Ecology  
Advisor: Claire B. Paris-Limouzy

Lucien Woon Jun-Kit Gassie  
B.S.E.E., 2013, University of Miami  
M.S.C.E., 2017, University of Miami  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Dissertation: Design and Optimization of an Energy Efficient Low Environmental Impact Net-Zero Water Wash Station  
Advisor: James Douglas Englehardt

Natalie Ann Mageed Ghosn  
B.A., 2007, Dalhousie University, Canada  
J.D., 2010, Florida Coastal School of Law  
LL.M., 2011, University of Miami  
Major: International Studies  
Dissertation: The Practice of Religious Law  
Advisor: David Abraham

Miriam Teresa Haarlammert  
B.A., 2010, Florida International University  
M.A., 2013, University of Helsinki, Finland  
Major: Community Well-Being  
Dissertation: Refugee Women and Employment: A Grounded Theory Study  
Advisor: Dina Berman

Matthew Jordan Haddad  
B.S., 2014, Georgia State University  
Major: Physics  
Dissertation: Geometrical Actions on Tabelike Submanifolds and Topological Defects in Anti De Sitter Space  
Advisor: Orlando Alvarez

Elizabeth Anne Kelly  
B.A., 2000, Old Dominion University  
M.A., 2001, Old Dominion University  
Major: Environmental Science and Policy  
Advisor: Helena Solo-Gabriele

Robert Andrew Kozol  
B.A., 2009, University of Rhode Island  
Major: Biology  
Dissertation: Deficits in Hindbrain Activity Underlie Sensory Hyporeactivity in an Autism Spectrum Disorder Zebrafish Model  
Advisor: Julia E. Dallman

Michael Isaac Letter  
B.S., 1997, Limestone College  
M.C.M.S., 2004, Barry University  
Major: Exercise Physiology  
Dissertation: Comparison of Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction Using Quadriceps Autograft Versus Bone-Patellar Tendon-Bone Autograft on Neuromuscular Activity of the Quadriceps and Gait Biomechanics  
Advisor: Joseph F. Signorile

Kristin N. Levoy  
B.S.N., 2003, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.S.N., 2013, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
Major: Nursing  
Dissertation: Unpacking the Meaning and Impact of the Components of End-of-Life Preparation Among Cancer Patients  
Advisor: Victoria Behar Mitra

Jia Li  
Major: Physics  
Dissertation: Design of Random Stationary Sources and Media for Structuring Light on Propagation and Scattering  
Advisor: Olga Korotkova

May Zar Lin  
Masters, 2013, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dissertation: Distributed Adaptive Estimation of Non-Stationary Signaland Outliers in Time-Varying Graphs  
Advisor: Manohar Narayanamurthi

William Harold Blake McAluliffe  
B.A., 2013, University of Miami  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Can Studies of Trait Altruism Be Trusted?  
Advisor: Michael McCullough

Soroya Christine McFarlane  
B.A., 2006, University of the West Indies, Jamaica  
M.S., 2008, Leeds Beckett University, England  
Major: Communication  
Advisor: Susan Morgan

Liana C. Mentor  
B.L.A., 2000, University of Miami  
M.S.Ed., 2004, University of Miami  
Major: Community Well-Being  
Dissertation: A Case Study: Programs for Black Males at Predominantly White Institutions  
Advisor: Laura Kohn-Wood

Samuel Carter Morgan  
B.A., 2011, University of Richmond  
Major: Business Administration  
Advisor: Claudia Townsend

Angeliki Moutsopoulou  
B.S., 2011, University of Patras, Greece  
M.S., 2014, University of Patras, Greece  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Design of Bioluminescent Protein-Conjugates with Bioorthogonal Chemistry for Applications in Biomedicine  
Advisor: Angel Kaifer

William Luke Nowlan  
B.A., 2013, Tulane University  
Major: Business Administration  
Dissertation: Antecedents and Consequences of Consumer Creativity  
Advisor: Juliano Laran

Marsha Simone Pacheco  
B.A., 2000, Coppin State College  
M.A., 2002, Brandeis University  
Major: International Studies  
Dissertation: Distributional Conflict and Compensation Mechanisms in Regional Institutions in the Global South

Ana Maria Palacio Castro  
Major: Marine Biology and Ecology  
Dissertation: Abiotic Controls on Endosymbiotic Algal Communities and Their Implications for Coral Bleaching Susceptibility and Recovery  
Advisor: Andrew Charles Baker

Bhavya Ravi  
B.E., 2013, Birla Institute of Technology and Science, India  
M.S., 2013, Birla Institute of Technology and Science, India  
Major: Neuroscience  
Dissertation: Development and Regulation of Two-State Patterned Activity in a Model Serotonin Motor Circuit  
Advisor: Laura Bianchi

Lourdes Maria Rojas  
B.S., 2013, University of Connecticut  
M.P.H., 2015, University of Miami  
Major: Prevention Science and Community Health  
Dissertation: Family Functioning in Hispanic Parents of Adolescents: Who Benefits Most from a Family-Based HIV and Substance Use Preventive Intervention?  
Advisor: Hilda M. Pantin

Svetlana R. Spersansky  
M.S., 1992, Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russian Federation  
Major: Cancer Biology  
Dissertation: Identifying Novel Biomarkers of Metastatic Potential in Prostate and Breast Cancer  
Advisor: Nanette Bishopric
Samuel Longworth Swift  
B.A., 2009, University of New Mexico  
M.P.H., 2013, University of New Mexico  
Major: Epidemiology  
Dissertation: Causal Inference Approaches for Understanding the Social Determinants of Substance Abuse and Depression in the 21st Century: The Opioid Epidemic and the Great Recession  
Advisor: Adina Zeki Al Hazzouri

Michael Jonathan Szanto  
B.A., 1998, Northwestern University  
M.A., 1998, Northwestern University  
M.S., 2001, University of Chicago  
Major: International Studies  
Dissertation: The Public Role in the North American Equity Market Institutions  
Advisor: Bruce Bagley

David Udumyan  
Masters, 2008, Moscow Engineering Physical Institute, Russia  
Ph.D., 2011, National Nuclear Research University, Russia  
Major: Mathematics  
Dissertation: Extension Problem for Flexible Varieties  
Advisor: Bruno N. de Oliveira

Emily Katelyn White  
B.S.Ed., 2012, University of Miami  
M.S.Ed., 2014, University of Miami  
Major: Exercise Physiology  
Dissertation: Endogenous and Exogenous Estrogens on Skeletal Muscle Function and Recovery  
Advisor: Kevin A. Jacobs

Jimmy Manuel Wong  
B.A., 2000, George Washington University  
Major: International Studies  
Dissertation: Theorizing NATO Out-of-Area Operations  
Advisor: Lilian E. Yaffe

Minzhang Zheng  
B.S., 2002, Xiangtan University, China  
Major: Physics  
Dissertation: Extremes in Complex Systems  
Advisor: Neil F. Johnson

Yiqun Zhou  
B.S., 2014, Shaanxi University of Science and Technology, China  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Carbon Dots: From Lab Synthesis to Unique Applications  
Advisor: Roger M. Leblanc

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Jordan Bryce Ainsley  
B.A., 2006, Emory University  
Major: Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation: Toward a Theory of Ethical Mindlessness: Moral Psychology and the Evolution of Human Nature  
Advisor: Adina Zeki Al Hazzouri

Ahmad Mohammad N Alasaff  
B.S., 2009, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia  
M.S., 2014, Catholic University of America  
Major: Biomedical Engineering  
Dissertation: Finding the Optimum Microenvironmental Factors to Engineer Cardiac Tissues  
Advisor: Ashutosh Agarwal

Mashhour Ahmad H Alazwari  
B.S., 2011, King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Saudi Arabia  
M.S., 2015, University of Central Florida  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: Interval-Based Uncertainty Modeling, Analysis and Design Optimization of Structural Mechanical Systems  
Advisor: Singiresu S. Rao

Austen Rex Anderson  
B.S., 2012, Brigham Young University  
Major: Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation: A Daily Diary Study of Lifestyle Behaviors, Psychological Distress, and Well-Being  
Advisor: Blaine J. Fowers

Mariana Bernardi Bif  
B.S., 2012, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande, Brazil  
M.S., 2015, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande, Brazil  
Major: Ocean Sciences  
Dissertation: Understanding Resistant Organic Matter in the Ocean: From Microbes to Large-Scale Processes  
Advisor: Dennis A. Hansell

Ruth Michelle Bernstein  
B.A., 2010, Portland State University  
M.S., 2014, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Expand, Connect, Thrive: Increasing Positive Health Behaviors in At-Risk Adolescents  
Advisors: Annette La Greca and Elizabeth Pulgaron

Rachel R. Besser  
B.S., 2014, University of Florida  
Major: Biomedical Engineering  
Dissertation: In-Vitro Recapitulation of the Dysfunctional Neuromuscular Junction in Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease  
Advisor: Ashutosh Agarwal

Krystal Mary Bichay  
B.A., 2011, University of Virginia  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Examining the Role of Varying Levels of Classroom Quality for Toddlers in Early Head Start and Subsidized Child Care Programs: Understanding Threshold Effects  
Advisor: Rebecca J. Bulotsky-Shearer

Nicolas Bordage  
B.A., 2008, California State University, Long Beach  
M.A., 2010, California State University, Long Beach  
Major: Romance Studies, French  
Advisor: George A. Yudice

Johayra Bouza  
A.B., 2010, University of Miami  
M.S.Ed., 2013, University of Miami  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: An Examination of the Associations Between Teacher-Family Relationship Quality and Toddlers' Developmental Skills  
Advisor: Philip M. McCabe

Dana Marie Bis Brewer  
B.S., 2010, University of Alaska  
B.S., 2013, University of North Florida  
Major: Human Genetics and Genomics  
Dissertation: Investigating the Genetic and Molecular Etiology of Inherited Axonopathies  
Advisor: Stephen Züchner

Zamira Castro  
B.A., 2011, Brandeis University  
M.S.Ed., 2015, University of Miami  
Major: Counseling Psychology  
Dissertation: Voices from the Borderlands: The Experiences of Latina Women Who Have Sex with Women (WSW)  
Advisor: Debbiesiu L. Lee

Yu-Cherng Channing Chang  
B.S., 2013, Johns Hopkins University  
Major: Biomedical Engineering  
Dissertation: Quantification of Ciliary Muscle Function through Morphological Analysis of Optical Coherence Tomography Images  
Advisor: Fabriczio Manns

Chuan Chen  
M.D., 2010, Southern Medical University, China  
Major: Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology  
Dissertation: Conserved NDR Kinase Controls RAS GTPase Activity to Regulate Cell Growth and Chronological Lifespan  
Advisor: Fulvia Verde
Shanghua Chen
B.S., 2014, University of Miami
M.S., 2016, University of Miami
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: A Method to Investigate Cycle Efficiency without Pressure-Volume Diagram Measurements in a Spark-Ignition Lean-Burn Homogeneous Charge IC-Engine Application
Advisor: Michael R. Swain

Hassen Dhrif
B.S., 1988, University of Minnesota
M.S., 1990, University of Miami
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Feature Subset Selection Methods and Metrics for High-Dimensional Data using Swarm Intelligence
Advisor: Stefan Wuchty

Shuangyu Ge
B.S., 2014, University of Science and Technology of China, China
Major: Marine Geology and Geophysics
Dissertation: Seismic Investigation of Fault Structure and Seismic Anisotropy in Volcanic and Geothermal Areas
Advisor: Guoqing Lin

Rhea Choi
B.A., 2011, Wellesley College
Major: Neuroscience
Dissertation: The Role of Polycomb-Mediated Gene Regulation in Adult Olfactory Homeostasis and Neurogenesis
Advisor: Bradley J. Goldstein

Loretta Di Gregorio
B.A., 2006, University of Catania, Italy
M.A., 2010, University of Bologna, Italy
M.A., 2014, Texas State University, San Marcos
Major: Romance Studies, Spanish
Advisor: Bridget Christine Arce

James J. Grosso
B.S., 2010, University of Central Florida
Major: Cancer Biology
Dissertation: AMLV and GALV Pseudotyped RRVs for the Treatment of Ovarian Cancer
Advisor: Noriyuki Kasahara

Xi Dai
B.S., 2012, Nanjing University, China
Major: Atmospheric Sciences
Dissertation: The Effects of Outflow-Environmental-Flow Interaction on Tropical Cyclones
Advisor: Sharanya J. Majumdar

Travis Clark Evans
B.S., 2011, University of Texas at Tyler
M.S., 2016, University of Miami
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: Neural Circuitry of Automatic Approach and Avoidance Actions to Ambiguous Facial Expressions
Advisor: Jennifer Britton

Myrthle Nichola Henry
B.S., 2009, University of Miami
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: Negotiating Identity: Chinese Jamaican Immigrants’ Experiences in the U.S.
Advisor: Lydia Pearl Buki

Yi Dai
B.S., 2012, University of Miami
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: A Method to Investigate Cycle Efficiency without Pressure-Volume Diagram Measurements in a Spark-Ignition Lean-Burn Homogeneous Charge IC-Engine Application
Advisor: Michael R. Swain

Lila de Tantillo
B.A., 1998, Yale University
M.S., 2003, Columbia University
B.S.N., 2013, University of Miami
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: A Pilot Randomized Trial of a Medication Possession Intervention to Improve Medication Adherence and Health Outcomes of Patients with Heart Failure After Hospital Discharge
Advisor: Brian E. McCabe

Alexis Anne Denton
B.S., 2012, Miami University
Major: Applied Marine Physics
Dissertation: Deriving Improved High Resolution Satellite Retrievals of Sea Ice Dynamics in the Summertime Arctic Marginal Ice Zone
Advisor: Hans C. Graber

Elizabeth Marie Frechette
B.A., 2011, University of Miami
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: Observing Self-Regulation in Context in Head Start Classrooms and Dual Language Learners School Readiness
Advisor: Daryl B. Greenfield

Delia Pamela Fuentes Korban
B.A., 2007, Florida Atlantic University
B.F.A., 2007, Florida Atlantic University
M.A., 2011, Florida Atlantic University
Major: Romance Studies, Spanish
Dissertation: Soundtrack De Los 90: Argentine Music Production as Repositories of History, Collective Memory, and Virtual Sites of Memory
Advisor: George Yúdice

James J. Grosso
B.S., 2010, University of Central Florida
Major: Cancer Biology
Dissertation: AMLV and GALV Pseudotyped RRVs for the Treatment of Ovarian Cancer
Advisor: Noriyuki Kasahara

Kozi K. James
A.B., 2010, University of Miami
M.A., 2012, Florida International University
Major: International Studies
Advisor: Maria Laura Gómez Mera

Advice: Hans C. Graber
Karolina Jadwiga Janczura
B.S., 2010, Wrocław University of Environmental and Life Sciences, Poland
M.S., 2014, Georgetown University
Major: Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Dissertation: *The Role of Histone Deacetylase 3 (HDAC3) in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) Related Pathologies In-Vitro and in the Triple Transgenic AD Mouse Model*
Advisor: Claes Wålhestedt

Lina Jardines del Cueto
B.A., 2008, University of Havana, Cuba
M.A., 2014, Florida Atlantic University
Major: Literary, Cultural, and Linguistic Studies
Dissertation: *The New Barbudos: Cultural Politics Between Cuba and the Middle East*
Advisor: Christine E. Civantos

André Ryan Jordan
Major: Cancer Biology
Dissertation: *Novel Biomarkers and Therapeutic Targets in Renal Cell Carcinoma*
Advisor: Vinata Lokeshwar

Busra Keles
B.S., 2011, Hacettepe University, Turkey
M.S., 2014, Tobb Economics and Technology University, Turkey
Major: Industrial Engineering
Dissertation: *Data-Driven Modeling, Planning and Scheduling for MRO Aviation Industry*
Advisor: Murat Erkoc

Kristin Watson Kibler
B.A., 2004, University of Arkansas
M.Ed., 2015, University of Missouri
Major: Teaching and Learning
Dissertation: *Four Years After the “Immigration Crisis:” Teachers’ Experiences in Serving Late-Entering Central American Refugees with Limited or Interrupted Formal Education*
Advisors: Luciana de Oliveira and Elizabeth G. Harry

Kerli Kirch Schneider
B.A., 2012, Tallinn University, Estonia
M.A., 2014, Florida Atlantic University
Major: Communication
Advisor: Christina E. Civantos

Moses Koppendrayer
B.S., 2013, University of Minnesota
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: *Quasipositive Surfaces and Convex Surface Theory*
Advisor: Kenneth L. Baker

Dilara Koyuncu
B.S., 2011, Boğaziçi University, Turkey
Major: Cancer Biology
Dissertation: *Eliciting the Role of Spindle Assembly Checkpoint Gene BUB1B in Breast Cancer*
Advisor: Marc Lippman

Emaan Noor Lehady
B.S., 2006, University of Michigan–Ann Arbor
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: *Extending Objectification Theory: An Exploratory Model of Body Appreciation Among Breast Cancer Survivors*
Advisor: Lydia Pearl Bulki

Luyuan Li
Major: Cancer Biology
Dissertation: *Determining the Role of IDH Mutation in Human Chondrosarcomas*
Advisor: Jonathan Trent

Hewen Liu
B.A., 2012, Renmin University of China, China
M.A., 2014, University of Miami
Major: Economics
Dissertation: *Applications of Matching and Sorting Theory to Topics in Operations Management*
Advisors: Raphael Boleslavsky and Ayca Kaya

Yuan Liu
B.S., 2012, Nanjing University, China
Major: Neuroscience
Dissertation: *Optogenetic Regulation of Neuronal Survival and Axonal Regeneration*
Advisor: Richard K. Lee

Darlah Michelle Lopez Rodríguez
B.S., 2009, University of Puerto Rico at Arecibo
Major: Microbiology and Immunology
Dissertation: *The Role of the Hyposia Inducible Factor 1 Alpha in GammaHerpes Virus Host Infection*
Advisors: Samita Andreansky and Enrique Mesri

Xing Lu
B.S., 2012, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Major: Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Dissertation: *South Pacific Tropical Water: Variability and Downstream Impacts*
Advisor: Rana A. Fine

Viviane Machado de Mello Andrade
B.S., 2012, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
M.S., 2014, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation, Brazil
Major: Molecular Cell and Developmental Biology
Dissertation: *The Role of Macrophages as Reservoirs for HIV-1 in Infected Individuals Suppressed by Antiretroviral Therapy*
Advisor: Mario Stevenson

Ariana Heydi Magdaleno
M.A., 2009, Florida Atlantic University
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: *Mexicanidad Reloaded: Multiple Histories and Narratives in Contemporary Novels and Film from 1989 to 2002*
Advisor: Elena Grau-Lleveria

Jacob Martínez
B.S.N., 2013, University of Texas at El Paso
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: *Informing an Intervention to Address High Risk Sexual Behaviors in Hispanic Men Who Have Sex with Men*
Advisor: Joseph P. De Santis

Ana Isabel Martínez de Andino
B.A., 2013, University of Virginia
B.S., 2013, Davidson College
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: *The Moderating Role of Race/Ethnicity and Cultural Factors on the Relationship Between Internalized Stigma, Discrimination and Help-Seeking Attitudes*
Advisor: Amy Weisman de Mamani

Haley Ann Mathis
B.A., 2011, Trinity University
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: *Care Ethics: Monality with No Responsibility*
Advisor: Simon J. Evnine

Vera Mayo
B.S., 2009, Drexel University
M.S., University of Miami
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: *Modular Tissue Engineering of Bone Microenvironment as an Extravasation Model*
Advisor: Ashutosh Agarwal

Edwing A. Medina
B.A., 1994, New York University
M.S.Ed., 2011, Queens College
Major: Teaching and Learning
Dissertation: *The Effect of Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) on the Use of Representational Modeling by First and Second Grade English Learners (ELS) During Individualized Assessments of Arithmetic Word Problem Solving*
Advisor: Walter G. Secada

Christina Josephine Nicolas
B.A., 2011, Le Moyne College
M.S., 2014, Virginia Commonwealth University
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: *Medical Provider Autonomy Support Across Adolescence: Impacts on Health Outcomes Among Adolescents with Type 1 Diabetes*
Advisors: Alan Delamater and Annette La Greca
Lisa Marie Nyman  
B.S., 2014, Palm Beach Atlantic University  
Major: Applied Marine Physics  
Dissertation: *A Study of Upper Ocean Dynamic Features Based on Advanced Coherent Marine Radar Techniques*  
Advisors: Hans C. Graber and Roland Romeiser

Muhandiramalage Lalintha Gayan Polpitiya  
B.S., 2011, University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka  
B.I.T., 2013, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dissertation: *A Framework for Efficient Implementation and Effective Visualization of Dempster-Shafer Belief Theoretic Computations for Reasoning Under Uncertainty*  
Advisor: Kamal Premaratne

Sung Eun Park  
B.S., 2012, University of Pittsburgh  
M.P.H., 2014, State University of New York Health Science Center at Brooklyn  
Major: Epidemiology  
Dissertation: *Racial/Ethnic, Age, and Sex Disparities in Acute Stroke Care and Outcomes*  
Advisors: WayWay M. Hlaing and Tatjana Rundek

Bing Qiao  
B.S., 2010, Shanxi University, China  
Major: Physics  
Dissertation: *Applications of Machine Learning on Behavioral Studies in Drosophila melanogaster*  
Advisor: Sheym Syed

Robyn Porter Rice  
B.A., 1999, Northwestern University  
Major: Physical Therapy  
Dissertation: *Risk Factors for Injuries in Elite Junior and Professional Tennis Players*  
Advisor: Ronald Desrosiers

Brooke Genkin Rogers  
B.A., 2009, Washington University in St. Louis  
M.P.H., 2013, Emory University  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: *Mechanisms and Health Impact of Insomnia as an HIV Comorbidity*  
Advisor: Steven A. Safren

Laura Edith Rueda Sanchez  
B.S., 2008, Universite Industrial de Santander, Colombia  
Major: Marine Geology and Geophysics  
Dissertation: *Stratigraphy and Geochemistry of the Tethyan Vaca Muerta-Picún Leufú Mixed Depositional System*  
Advisor: Gregor Paul Eberli

Brooke Marie Rumper  
B.A., 2011, University of Virginia  
M.A., 2015, Tufts University  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: *“Estamos Buscando Acorns!” Examining Dual Language Learning Head Start Children’s Conceptual Science Knowledge Across Languages*  
Advisor: Lynda Pearl Buki

Yusuf Secerdin  
B.S., 2009, Hacettepe University, Turkey  
M.S., 2013, TOBB University of Economics and Technology, Turkey  
Major: Industrial Engineering  
Dissertation: *Resilient Humanitarian Transportation Network Design Against Hurricane Disruptions*  
Advisor: Murat Erkoc

Jamie Alexa Sherman  
B.A., 2011, Cornell University  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: *An Analysis of Change Processes in the Transdiagnostic Treatment of Emotional Disorders in Adolescents*  
Advisor: Jill Ehrenreich-May

Zachary Aaron Silver  
B.S., 2012, Tufts University  
Major: Molecular Cell and Developmental Biology  
Dissertation: *O-Glycosylation of HIV-1 Envelope*  
Advisor: Ronald Desrosiers

Ariel Uniqua Smith  
Major: Nursing  
Dissertation: *The Influence of Intersectionality on Bullying, Teen Dating Violence, and Suicide Risk Among Bisexual Adolescents*  
Advisor: Anne E. Norris

Sharleen Mae Traynor  
B.S., 2002, University of Miami  
M.P.H., 2005, Emory University  
Major: Epidemiology  
Dissertation: *Untangling the Complexities of Patient Navigation Interventions to Engage HIV-Positive Substance Users in Care*  
Advisor: Daniel J. Feaster

Lucia Marie Walsh  
B.S., 2012, Indiana University  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: *The Relationship Between Symptom Profiles and Treatment Initiation, Attendance, and Completion in Sexually Abused Youth*  
Advisor: Amanda Doss

Yadong Wang  
B.S., 2013, Ocean University of China, China  
Major: Marine Biology and Fisheries  
Dissertation: *Molecular Effect of Oil-Exposure on Nitrogenous Waste Excretion in Early-Life Staged Mahi-Mahi (Coryphaena Hippurus)*  
Advisor: Martin Grosell

Astrid A. Werkmeister  
B.S., 2011, Universität Hannover, Germany  
M.S., 2011, Universität Hannover, Germany  
Major: Applied Marine Physics  
Dissertation: *Boundary Layer Winds and Waves in Tropical Cyclones from SAR Imagery*  
Advisor: Hans C. Graber
Ashly C. Westrick  
B.S., 2008, University of Minnesota  
M.P.H., 2011, University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Major: Epidemiology  
Dissertation: Health Disparities in the Incidence and Survival of Women with Ovarian Cancer in Florida: A Florida Cancer Database System Analysis  
Advisor: Raymond R. Balise

Siobhan A. Williams  
B.S.B.E., 2009, University of Miami  
Major: Biomedical Engineering  
Dissertation: Reconstruction of the Crystalline Lens Gradient Refractive Index Using Laser Ray Tracing and Optical Coherence Tomography  
Advisor: Fabrice Manns

Stephanie Lynn Yahn  
B.S., 2012, Arizona State University  
Major: Neuroscience  
Dissertation: The Role of Fibrosis After Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis  
Advisor: Jae Lee

Bo Ra Yook  
B.S., 2008, Sookmyung Women's University, South Korea  
M.S., 2015, Boston University  
Major: Communication  
Dissertation: Examining the Impact of Visuals on Social Media in Crisis Communication  
Advisor: Don Stacks

Huilin Yu  
B.S., 2013, Sichuan University  
Major: Biostatistics  
Dissertation: New Methods for Disparity Estimation  
Advisor: J. Sunil Rao

Yalda Zarnegarnia  
B.S., 2005, Esfahan University, Iran  
M.S., 2009, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences and Health Services, Iran  
Major: Biostatistics  
Dissertation: Methods Used for Estimating the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve from Clustered Data and Case-Control Studies  
Advisor: Shari Messinger

Yunjun Zhang  
M.S., 2014  
Major: Marine Geology and Geophysics  
Dissertation: Geodetic Imaging of Volcanic Processes with Time Series Radar Interferometry  
Advisor: Falk C. Amelung

Dandan Diane Zheng  
B.S., Fudan University Shanghai Medical College, China  
M.S., 1994, University of Minnesota  
Major: Epidemiology  
Dissertation: Health Disparities in Visually Impaired Adults with Multi-Morbidity  
Advisor: David J. Lee

Candy Ho Lam Chan  
B.A., 2010, Caldwell University  
Major: Cancer Biology  
Dissertation: Polycomb Complexes Associate with Enhancers to Regulate Oncogenic Pathways in Cancer  
Advisor: Lluis Morey

Guanhua Chen  
B.S.E., 2009, Hohai University, China  
M.Ed., 2013, University of Georgia  
Major: Teaching and Learning  
Dissertation: Developing an Online Computational Thinking Instrument for Elementary Students  
Advisor: Ji Shen

Szu-Yu Chen  
B.S., 2002, University of Florida  
M.S., 2005, Barry University  
Major: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Dissertation: Regulation of Human Limbal Stem Cells by Native Niche in Hi-Ha/Ptx3 Purified from Amniotic Membrane  
Advisor: Scheffer C.G. Tseng

Dina R. Dajani  
B.S., 2014, University of Miami  
M.S., 2016, University of Miami  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Neuroimaging of Cognitive Flexibility: Task Validity and Clinical Applications  
Advisor: Lucina Q. Uddin

Ashwini Danao  
B.S., 2010, University of Pune, India  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Studies on the Photophysical Properties of Aromatics and Dyes in Isotropic Solvents and in Confined Spaces  
Advisor: Francisco Raymo

Tamer H. ElAttra  
B.S., 1999, Alexandria University  
M.S.I.E., 2004, University of Miami  
Major: Industrial Engineering  
Dissertation: The Design and Implementation of a Comprehensive Back Injury Prevention Program and Development of VO2 Max Non-Exercise Regression Model for Emergency Services Personnel  
Advisor: Shihab S. Asfour

Madeline Fernandez  
A.B., 2012, University of Miami  
B.S.N., 2013, University of Miami  
Major: Nursing  
Dissertation: Salient Factors Among Hispanic Parents for Vaccinating Children Against HPV  
Advisor: Rosina Cianelli
Karin Alexandra Garcia  
A.B., 2010, University of Miami  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Sleep Duration, Postprandial Metabolic Function, and the Role of Insulin Resistance in Nondiabetic Individuals  
Advisors: Barry Hurwitz and William Wohlgemuth

Emre Havazi  
B.Sc., 2009, Yildiz Technical University, Turkey  
M.Sc., 2012, Boğaziçi University, Turkey  
Major: Marine Geology and Geophysics  
Dissertation: Quantifying the Effect of Tropospheric Delay on Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar for Crustal Deformation  
Advisors: Falk C. Amelung and Shimon Widowinski

Janith Nadun Anuja Heendeni P Don  
B.S.E., 2009, University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dissertation: Learning and Reasoning with Imperfect Data  
Advisor: Kamal Premaratne

Qimin Huang  
B.S., 2012, Shandong University, China  
M.S., 2014, University of Miami  
Major: Mathematics  
Dissertation: Modeling the Effect of Seasonality on the Transmission of Antibiotic Resistance Bacteria in Hospitals with Environmental Contamination  
Advisor: Shigui Ruan

Richard Anthony Hunte  
B.S., 2012, University at Buffalo  
Major: Microbiology and Immunology  
Dissertation: The Role of CADM1 in Viral-Mediated Oncogenesis  
Advisor: Noulia Shembade

Vivian Iglesias  
B.S., 2013, St. Thomas University  
Major: Chemistry  
Advisor: Angel E. Kaifer

Hyun Jung Kim  
B.S., 2000, Sangmyung University, Republic of Korea  
M.S., 2002, Sangmyung University, Republic of Korea  
M.S., 2011, University of Kentucky  
Major: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Dissertation: Role of Gipase Mgl in Mitochondrial Biogenesis and Cardiac Function  
Advisor: Antoni Barrientos

Randy Lee Lawrence  
B.S., University of Maryland  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Light Driven Functional Materials for Catalytic Modulation of Nanoparticles  
Advisor: Francisco Raymo

Andrey Lazopulo  
B.S., 2011, Lomonosov University, Russia  
Masters, 2011, Lomonosov University, Russia  
Major: Physics  
Dissertation: Decoding the Sleep Homeostat Architecture  
Advisor: Sheyum Syed

Joy Kathleen Leopold  
B.A., 2010, Louisiana State University  
M.S., 2012, University of Texas at Dallas  
Major: Communication  
Dissertation: Can Digital News Shape Civic Participation? Discussion, Deliberation, and the Civic Potential of a New Form of News Delivery  
Advisor: Sallie L. Hughes

Xi Lin  
B.S., 2009, Wuhan University, China  
Major: Mathematics  
Dissertation: Fluctuation Limit of Mean Field Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease Model  
Advisor: Bruno N. de Oliveira

Lauren Mamolite  
B.A., 2008, Pace University  
M.A., 2009, Rutgers University  
Major: English  
Dissertation: Wives Writing Privacy, 1640-1670  
Advisor: Timothy P. Watson

Sevag Mehterian  
B.A., 2011, University of California at Berkeley  
Major: Marine Geology and Geophysics  
Dissertation: Exploiting Stalagmites to Understand Late Pleistocene Climate Variability in the Bahamas and Iran  
Advisor: Peter K. Swart

Niven Rajin Nara In  
B.S., 2000, St. John's University  
Major: Biochemistry  
Dissertation: Identification and Clinical Validation of Novel Prostate Cancer Biomarkers Filamin A (flna), Filamin B (flnb), and Keratin 19 (krt19) Using Patient-Derived Omics and Bayesian Artificial Intelligence  
Advisor: Stephen Lee

Nadee Nissanka  
B.S., 2011, Cornell University  
M.S., 2012, Cornell University  
Major: Neuroscience  
Dissertation: Mitochondrial DNA Fate and Deletion Formation Following Double-Strand Breaks  
Advisor: Carlos T. Moraes

Rafael C. Nunez Sanchez  
B.S., 2007, Universite Pontificia Bolivariana, Colombia  
M.S., 2007, University of Delaware  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dissertation: Novel Methods for Reasoning with Uncertain Hard and Soft Data Using Probabilistic and Belief Theoretic Models  
Advisor: Manohar Narayanamurthi

Christina Pasparakis  
B.S., 2009, University of Miami  
M.S., 2013, San Francisco State University  
Major: Marine Biology and Ecology  
Dissertation: Effects of Temperature, Ultrasound Radiation and Crude Oil Exposure on Early-Life Staged Mabi-Mabi (Coryphaena hippurus)  
Advisor: Martin Grosell

Jennifer Katherine Roebber  
B.S., 2012, University of California at Santa Cruz  
Major: Neuroscience  
Dissertation: Sali Detection and Homeostasis in the Taste System  
Advisor: Nirula Chaudhari

Santas Ana Rosario  
B.S., 2009, University of Miami  
Major: Cancer Biology  
Dissertation: KSHV-Encoded Viral IL-6 (Vil-6) Enhances Immunoglobulin Class-Switch Recombination  
Advisor: Enrique A. Mesri

David Wayne Sant  
B.S., 2010, Brigham Young University  
Major: Human Genetics and Genomics  
Dissertation: An Integrated Bioinformatic and Statistical Analysis of NGW Data Relevant to Diabetic Retinopathy  
Advisor: Gaofeng Wang

Andrew Phillip Sawaya  
M.S., 2011, Johns Hopkins University  
Major: Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology  
Dissertation: Molecular Mechanisms by which Statins Promote Epidermal Wound Healing  
Advisor: Marjana Tomic-Canic

Shiv Kumar Sharma  
B.S., 2008, Tribhuvan University, Nepal  
M.S., 2013, Tribhuvan University, Nepal  
Major: Chemistry  
Dissertation: Surface Chemistry and Spectroscopic Studies of Enzymatic, Non-Enzymatic Molecules and Their Applications  
Advisor: Roger M. Leblanc

Conor Joseph Smith  
B.S., 2011, College of Charleston  
Major: Applied Marine Physics  
Dissertation: Identification and Quantification of Wave Breaking Effects in Single-Polarization Along-Track InSAR Imagery of the Coastal Ocean  
Advisor: Roland Romeiser
Yu-Ping Yang
B.S., 1999, Taipei Medical College, Taiwan
Major: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dissertation: Bioluminescence: An Old Tool for New Applications in Cancer Research
“Detection of Circulating Tumor Cells and Image-Guided Therapy”
Advisors: Sylvia Daunert and Richard Cote
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Carol Anne Clinton
B.A., 1987, University of West Indies, Barbados
M.S., 1998, Florida International University
Major: Higher Education Leadership
Dissertation: Defying the Stereotypes: The Factors that Influence the Persistence of Black Men in the Community College
Advisor: Carol-Anne Phekoo

Denise S. Cooper
B.B.A., 2002, Northwood University
M.B.A., 2005, University of Miami
Major: Higher Education Leadership
Dissertation: Black Student Retention at the University of Miami from the Perspective of UM Administrators
Advisor: Carol-Anne Phekoo

Justine Sara Green
B.S.Ed., 2013, University of Miami
M.A., 2015, Columbia University
Major: Higher Education Leadership
Dissertation: Factors Affecting Students’ Utilization of Disability Services
Advisors: Soyeon Ahn and Carol-Anne Phekoo

Vanessa Del Socorro Lougheed
B.S., 2008, University of New Orleans
M.S.T.x., 2014, University of Miami
Major: Higher Education Leadership
Dissertation: The Economic Effects of DACA and State Policy on Undocumented Students and Society
Advisor: Carol-Anne Phekoo

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Josiah Jeffrey Boornazian
B.M., 2011, California State University, Northridge
M.A., 2013, City College of New York
Major: Jazz Performance Instrumental
Essay: Teaching College-Level Jazz Skills Using Interactive Digital Technologies and the Flipped Classroom Model
Advisor: Gary W. Keller

Erika Carolina Velarde Navarette
B.P.A., 2012, Florida International University
M.S., 2014, Kansas State University
Major: Higher Education Leadership
Dissertation: The Experiences of First-Generation College Students with Academic Advising
Advisor: Carol-Anne Phekoo
Anruo Cheng  
B.S., 2011, Nanjing Arts Institute, China  
M.M., 2016, University of Miami  
Major: Composition  
Essay: Data from Non-Musical Material as Spectral Compositional Resources, as Utilized in the Orchestral Work, Hello Universe  
Advisor: Charles N. Mason

Paul Alan Chinen  
B.A.M., 2014, George Mason University  
M.M., 2016, Lynn University  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: Gilles Silvestrini and Art: A Look at French Impressionistic Artwork, Poetry, and Their Influence on Virtuoso Etudes for the Solo Oboe  
Advisor: Robert Alan Weiner

Samuel Leslie Dickinson  
B.M., 2013, Humber College, Canada  
M.M., 2016, McGill University, Canada  
Major: Jazz Performance Instrumental  
Advisor: John S. Hart

Vasiliki Fourla  
M.M., 2016, California State University, Long Beach  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: Expansion of the Flute Romantic Repertoire: Transcriptions of Chopin's Polonaise-Fantaisie Op. 61 and Ballade No. 4 Op. 52, for Flute and Piano  
Advisor: Trudy Kane

Jesse Joseph Gilday  
B.A., 2008, Gordon College  
M.M., 2016, Baylor University  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Advisor: Margaret Donoghue Flavin

Mirette Hanna  
B.A.M., 2010, Cairo Conservatoire, Egypt  
M.M., 2014, Haute Ecole de Musique de Genève, Switzerland  
Major: Keyboard Performance  
Essay: Leos Janáček: The Theory of Speech Melody in His Piano Sonata 1.X.1905 and In the Mist  
Advisor: Kevin P. Kenner

Lauren Hartman  
B.M., 2010, Simpson College  
M.M., 2012, University of Northern Iowa  
Major: Vocal Performance  
Essay: Beyond the Standard Singing Languages: Incorporating Czech Art Song into the Collegiate Voice Studio  
Advisor: Judy O. Marchman

Jessica Ann Hawthorne  
B.M., 2014, University of Rochester  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: A Performance and Pedagogical Guide to Quinze Etudes De Rythme Pour Trombone by Marcel Bisch  
Advisor: Timothy M. Conner

Ioannis Iliadis  
M.M., 2011, California State University, Long Beach  
Major: Keyboard Performance  
Essay: College Group-Piano Class: Devising Supplemental Teaching Materials for Note-Reading, Rhythm-Reading, and Technique  
Advisor: Santiago E. Rodriguez

Christine M. Jobson  
B.S., 2009, Oakwood University  
M.M., 2011, University of Kentucky  
Major: Vocal Pedagogy  
Essay: Florence Price: An Analysis of Select Art Songs with Text by Female Poets  
Advisor: Esther Jane Hardenbergh

Patrick Shea Kole  
B.A.M., 2003, University of Rochester  
M.M., 2006, Ohio State University  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Advisor: Ross T. Harbaugh

Alexander Magalong  
B.A., 2004, University of Denver  
M.M., 2016, University of Miami  
Major: Instrumental Conducting  
Essay: James Stephenson: Symphony #3  
Advisor: Trudy Kane

Craig Stuart McKenzie  
B.M.Ed., 2002, University of Colorado  
M.A., 2010, San José State University  
Major: Instrumental Conducting  
Essay: A Timeline and History of the Band Program at the University of Miami  
Advisor: Robert M. Carnochan

Stephanie Marie Moore  
B.A., 1995, University of Michigan–Ann Arbor  
M.M., 2015, University of Michigan–Ann Arbor  
Major: Vocal Pedagogy  
Essay: A Pedagogical Guide for Training Young Female Voices Using Ten Songs of Pauline Viardot Garcia  
Advisor: Esther Jane Hardenbergh

Lee Thomas Seidner  
B.A., 2012, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
M.A., 2013, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
M.M., 2015, University of Miami  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Advisor: Margaret Ann Flavin

Scott Terence Tripp Vidal  
B.M., 2010, Florida Southern College  
M.M., 2012, Florida International University  
Major: Vocal Pedagogy  
Advisor: Esther Jane Hardenbergh

Hannah Christine Weiss  
B.M., 2010, University of Iowa  
M.M., 2011, University of Michigan–Ann Arbor  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: The Factors that Influence Teacher Word Choice  
Advisor: Trudy Kane

Joseph A. Wenda  
B.M., 2014, Central Washington University  
M.M., 2016, Pennsylvania State University  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: Two Chamber Transcriptions Featuring the Oboe from Richard Strauss’ "Der Rosenkavalier," Op. 59  
Advisor: Robert Alan Weiner

Andrew York  
B.M., 2005, University of the Pacific  
M.A., 2009, University of Miami  
Major: Vocal Pedagogy  
Advisor: Teresa L. Lesiuk

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

Brian Michael Logan  
B.M., 2012, University of Alabama  
M.M., 2014, Northwestern University  
Major: Instrumental Performance  
Essay: A Comparative Analysis of Articulation Techniques of Euphonium and Vocal Performance Using Acoustical Properties  
Advisor: Aaron Tindall
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Laura Arrazola
B.S.N., 2010, Florida International University

Michelle Denise Arrojo
B.S.N., 2003, Florida Atlantic University
M.S.N., 2010, Florida Atlantic University

Marcia Shennette Jones Bell
B.S.N., 2013, St. Petersburg College
M.B.A., 2017, Western Governors University

Roberto Carlos Blanco
D.D.S., 1996, Universidad del Pinar del Río, Cuba
B.S.N., 2010, Miami Dade College Kendall

Jason Alexander Borrego
B.S.N., 2015, Florida International University

Yesenia Capin
B.S.N., 2000, University of Miami
M.S.N., 2013, Barry University

Cristina Carnicer
B.S.N., 2012, Florida International University

Viviana Castillo
B.S.N., 2013, Florida International University

Marina Cuk
M.S.N., 2015, Walden University

Yesenia Espejo
B.S.N., 2012, Barry University

Cindy Esquenazi
B.S.N., 2014, Florida International University

Vanessa Faria
B.S.N., 2011, Barry University
M.S.N., 2016, University of Miami

Derek J. Fiedler
B.S.N., 2011, University of Wisconsin–Madison

Nicholas Jesus Flores
B.S.N., 2012, University of Utah

Orisley Franch De Armas
B.S., 2004, University of Havana, Cuba
B.S.N., 2013, University of Miami

Veronica Marie Gonzalez
B.S.N., 2012, Nova Southeastern University

Marvin Omar Graham
B.S.N., 2013, Broward College Central

Alejandro Gutierrez
B.S.N., 2010, University of Miami
M.S.N., 2014, University of Miami

Milagros Irma Janusz
B.S.N., 2010, Nova Southeastern University

Vanessa Marie Lopez
B.S., 2010, Florida International University
B.S.N., 2013, University of Miami

Stephanie Marie Lozano
B.S.N., 2011, Florida International University

Julia Lynne Mabe
B.S.N., 2009, Winston-Salem State University
M.S.N., 2011, Winston-Salem State University

Luz I. Medrano
B.S.N., 2003, Barry University
M.S.N., 2012, Barry University

Jessica Ann Merritt
B.S., 2010, University of Central Florida
B.S.N., 2012, University of Miami

Adrian Leonardo Mesa
B.S.N., 2006, University of Miami
M.S., 2013, Florida Atlantic University

Evens Mesadieu
B.S.N., 2009, University of Miami

Ekwelechi Nwanju
B.S., 2014, Thomas A. Edison State College

Ijeoma Faith Onyeiyirim
B.S.N., 2005, Bloomfield College

Ame Phitwong
B.S.N., 2008, University of Portland
M.S.N., 2017, Seattle Pacific University

Karina Fernandes Revoredo
B.S.N., 2009, Florida Atlantic University

Emily Marie Robertson
B.S.N., 2014, Florida Atlantic University

Melisia R. Robinson
B.S.N., 2002, Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University
M.S.N., 2015, Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University

Jessica Saint Clair
B.S.N., 2014, Barry University
M.S.N., 2017, University of Miami

Sarah Elizabeth Snyder
B.S., 2012, University of Miami
M.S.N., 2016, Maryville University of St. Louis

Indira Toirac
B.S., 2007, University of Miami

Connie Tran
B.S.N., 2011, University of Southern Mississippi

Hendel Jorge Villamizar
B.S.N., 2012, Nova Southeastern University

Trisha Elizabeth Vothing
B.S.N., 2013, University of Miami

Melanie Gabrielle Warheit
B.S.N., 2014, Florida International University
M.S.N., 2016, Florida International University

Kenneth Wiley
B.S.N., 2012, Nova Southeastern University

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Amy Madeline Andersen
B.S., 2015, University of California, Davis

Derrick Ryan Antes
B.S., 2015, Oregon State University

Julia Catherine Aymonin
B.S., 2016, James Madison University

Jessica Diane Boady
B.S., 2015, University of Florida

Kaleigh Botill
B.S., 2014, University of the Cumberlands

Marthy Lucika Brave
B.A., 2016, University of Miami

Karli Shay Bromley
B.S., 2014, Syracuse University

Joel Alexander Buscheck
B.A., 2008, University of California, Davis

Angel F. Ceballos Rodriguez
B.S., 2016, University of Florida

Deena Cristal Cilien
B.S., 2009, University of Florida

Holly Michelle Cleckler
B.S., 2015, University of Michigan

Zachary Robert Colls
B.S., 2016, Old Dominion University

Anna Cottle
B.S., 2016, University of Georgia

Michael Vincent Cromartie
B.S., 2016, Stillman College

Katie Marie Dabrowski
B.S., 2013, Nova Southeastern University

James Richard Denis
B.S., 2015, Pacific Lutheran University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Fantin</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>Clemson University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Ruth Fay</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Joseph Ferencak</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janelle Marie Fleites</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Florida International University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Nicole Gissendanner</td>
<td>B.S., 2014</td>
<td>Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Gomez</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin McKenzie Hale</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Lycoming College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Sade Harris</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Georgia State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Matthew Havey</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Nichole Hiestand</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>Western Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Athena Aterado Horn</td>
<td>B.A., 2009</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Husar</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah St. Clair Hutchinson</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark James Karam</td>
<td>B.A., 2013</td>
<td>Hope College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrix Maria Kindelan</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Tulane University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Nicole Kissel</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Krueger</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Cecilia Landis</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Kathryn Lesh</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Michelle Lisenbee</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>University of Tampa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Locandro</td>
<td>B.S., 2012</td>
<td>Monmouth University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., 2014</td>
<td>Seton Hall University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie E. Loeffler</td>
<td>B.S., 2009</td>
<td>California State University, Fresno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., 2016</td>
<td>American Military University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacy Morgan Meanor</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Clemson University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Mesa</td>
<td>B.S., 2013</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Lynn Meyer</td>
<td>B.S., 2012</td>
<td>West Virginia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Anthony Modera</td>
<td>B.A., 2012</td>
<td>Wesleyan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Janice Muro</td>
<td>B.A., 2016</td>
<td>McDaniel College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrianna Ortega</td>
<td>B.S., 2017</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nicole Palermo</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrison Gray Peele</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of North Carolina at Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Rice</td>
<td>B.S., 2008</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., 2009</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda Ann Robinson</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Lesley University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Nicole Rosenberg</td>
<td>B.S., 2014</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Elyse Shannon</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>Florida Atlantic University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly A. Shannon</td>
<td>B.S., 2017</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Emiko Wong Shimabukuro</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Jonathan Swingle</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patrick Swinson</td>
<td>B.S., 2012</td>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Lynn Twitty</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Wayne Twitty</td>
<td>B.S., 2016</td>
<td>North Greenville University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Daniel Valdes</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Marlene Vazquez</td>
<td>B.S., 2015</td>
<td>University of South Florida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nicole L. Wilkow  
B.S., 2016, University of Miami  
Kimberly Rose Williams  
B.S., 2016, Western Kentucky University
School of Architecture
Established 1983
Presented by Rodolphe el-Khoury, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Jessica Abecassis
Abdulrahman Allam
Mohammad A M A A Alsaeed
Isabel Maria Alvarez Arzeno
Aigerim Amirova
Xuan Bo
Evan Bobo
Bryan Pierre Burgos Neacato
Edgar Campes
Juliana Char Garcia
Konstantina Kritharidou
Mariangeles Lacayo
Melissa Ledezma
Xiaofan Liu
Kexin Ning
Felipe Ignacio Prellero
Junkang Shao
Gaurja Sood
Liwan Wang
Wei Wang

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Ebraheem Alhusain
Andrew Phillip Lionikis

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Marjorie Sue Junkin
Sydney Matsumoto
Chloe Pereira
Jennill E. Santana
Evelyn Coraima Vega

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Marjorie Sue Junkin
Sydney Matsumoto
Chloe Pereira
Jennill E. Santana
Evelyn Coraima Vega

MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND URBANISM
Degree candidate May 9, 2019
Stephanie Tarud

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Alexandra Emily Altman
Alicia Dahdah Sayegh
Sasha Theresa Kayal
Andrew Phillip Lionikis

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Nishi Bordia (M)
Yasemin Cetinalp
Catalina Chaves
Qiazi Chen
Andrew William Clum (C)
Christopher Damico (M)
Maxwell Daly Erickson (C)
Gabriella Feito
Jacob Gardner (M)

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Andrea Stephania Hernandez Torres
Olivia Grace Kramer (M)
Nicholas Jonathan Meury
Nathan Morales-Gallardo
Jose Antonio Moza Vargas
Alyssa Anne Osborn
Maria Ignacia Ramos Rodriguez
Bernardo Rielveling
Adrianna Emely Rivera (C)
Flavia Russo
Michaela Madison Senior
Xiangyu Shao
Caitlin Smith
Robert M. Soldano
Dylan Tyler Starr
Jaime Andres Toro Irizarry
Jorge G. Treles
Alexander George Underwood
Ashley Marie Zambrano

Degrees conferred August 10, 2019
Abdulaziz Ghannam M Alghannam
Youssef A E D M Alkhamees
Sarah Mashhour A Alnoman
Shuaiil N S D S Alshuail
Felipe Manuel Arias Mamais
Sixue Chen
Rachael Liberman
Juan Sebastian Ochoa Echeverry
Sheng Qian (C)
Tianyu Wang
Junyong Wu
Jingyi Xu (M)

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Feras Fahad A Almadhi
Sandra Victoria Camejo Minns (C)
Ashley Galvankar
Lorena Knezevic
Catalina Ruiz Luzio
Arnost Wallach
College of Arts and Sciences
Established 1926
Presented by Leonidas G. Bachas, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Miriam Carla Arias
Maria Augusta Montalegre
Set Moon
Jessica Orr
Daniel Aaron Schwartz
Yasukiyo Sugimoto
Kerri Leanne Taylor
Igor Voitsekh
Mandeville Anne Wakefield
Wenjing Xie

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Nicholas Maximo D’La Rotta
Arturo Leyva Pizano

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Christian Michael Brodermann
Qian Huang

MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Degree candidate May 9, 2019
Danielle Maureen Pinder

Degree conferred December 13, 2018
Vincent Moloughney

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERNATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Heba Alasfour
Bryan Michael Day
Paul Joseph Griebel
Juan Jose Henao
Daniel Rosario
Betty Zambrano

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

MASTER OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Ava M. Brillat
Micah Jamil Fraction
Demetrius Jackson
Eva Norton
Olga Lucia Onate Diaz
Jennifer Stodtko

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Degree candidate May 9, 2019
Danielle Maureen Pinder

Degree conferred December 13, 2018
Vincent Moloughney

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Camila Barbeito
Andrew M. Boryga
Christine Anne Di Staola
Alexandra Moriah Hodge
Candice Elizabeth Mays
Matthew Nerger
Stephanie Lane Sutton

Degree conferred December 13, 2018
Jeannette Stargala

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Lin Ai
Blanca Cecilia Bazan
Yi Fang
Zixuan Feng
Laoming Liang
Mengdi Liu
Yi Liu
Sharra M. McNeil
Qian Qiao
Brian Julian Rodriguez
Shiqi Wang
Xiao Xie
Yang Yue
Chi Zhang
Yue Zhang
Zhufei Zhang
Yakun Zhou

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Daniel Ruiz
Alghidak Salama
Diego Zambrano

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Esther Augustin
Stephanie Michelle Belaustegui
Wei He
Mengdie Hu
Donald David Jackson
Rosa M. Neely
Kevin Angelo Refuerzo Tenorio
Marilu Villa
Jialun Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Kaitlyn Elyse Batt Brodar
Kristine Gandia
Grace Haley Jean
Daisy Lopez
Pedro Antonio Pena
Steven Michael Simon
Lauren Taylor Smith
Amanda J. Ting
Krystle Anne Young

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Samrita Dhindsa
Stephanie Elissa Hudiburgh
Naomi Tarlow

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Fajer Almenaie
Steven Anderson
Lloyd E. Beaufils
Christina Ann Bellasalma
Victoria Maria Cabrera
Daniella Stefania Carucci
Ivan Deveaux
Derrick George Dyer
Kya Esther Fernandez
Linnet Maria Jarrett
Brittany Alberta Jaso
Jasper S. Lee
Stephanie Llanes
Judith Diane Lobo
Chary Martinez
Santiago Saiki
Joanna Elaine Witkin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MATHEMATICAL FINANCE
Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Haoyu Cai
Zizhuang Guan
Xiaoyi Hu
Xinpeng Liu
Morgan Rudyard Lius
Yuxin Lou
Yuantao Niu
Xiao Rao
Jinjing Wu
Minhao Yin
Calvin Yong
Jianwei Zou

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Brooke Eden Aaron (S)
Marlee Abbot
Maria Fernanda Agudelo
Elizaveta Aksenenko
Essa Saeed Bin Tahnoon Alnehayan
Daniella Anderson
Natalie Christine Anderson
Bianca Rose Antonelli
Calvin Anthony Antonetty
Michelle Maria Atherley
Crispian Rashad Atkins
Gabriel Ori Aviera
Lizeth Ayala
Mary Kathryn Balise
Christos Bamiotis
Shaurya Bandyopadhyay
Sasha Andriyovych Baranov
Cara Barazia (S)
Marin Tatarsall Baumer
Charli Beam
Tal Ben-Josef
Rachel Benstock

Matthew Samuel Berkowitz
Rosia Margarita Bermudez Hernandez
Sawyer Daniel Bohl
Hayden Michael Boilini (C)
Nicholas Bonanno
Emily Brady (M)
William Michael Britt
Robert Broehl Jr.
Ashley R. Brooks (C)
George Arthur Brown
Andrea Browndorf (M)
Danielle Nicole Buck
Matthew Robert Bunsa
Abdel Caballero (C)
Alexander Cabrera (C)
Max J. Cali
Sean Martin Callahan
Anthony James Callan
Caitein Marisa Calvo
Carmen Campbell
Zherui Cao
Natalie Castaner
Valeria Cerda
Kayla Dawn Chand (M)
Jinglin Chen
Xinyu Chen
Shelby Chesnes
Grant Chustz
William Cobas Jr. (M)
Mitchell Cohen
Ashlyn Coleman
Monica Imelda Colon
Juliana Congote
Oliver Ilia Leon Constantine
Craig Casey Contreras
Piper Conway
Kyla Louise Cook
Kyle Robert Cunningham
Emma Davis Curry
Jay M. Dansinghani
Samantha Daugherty (M)
Ibra Imani Davis
Jhavonte Dean
Andrew Desousa
Alexandra Devito
Alexandra Diaz (C)
Gabriela Marie Diaz
Daniel Dominguez
Xingchi Dong (M)
Cameron Drooz
Ruohao Du
Yang Dun
Theodore Tsukasa Dunn (M)
Angelica Duque
Josue E. Elisabeth
Emily Karina Farrell
Reunie Ghael Faustin (M)
Brandon Michael Fay
Lily Morgan Feldman
Joe Fernandez
Kelli M. Finnegar (M)
Jannine Kelly Flaherty
Connor Harrison Fleischacker (C)
Stuart W. Fort
Valerie Louise Francillon
Thomas Martin Gamma Jr. (C)
Joselyn G. Garcia

Sebastian Alexander Garcia (S)
Ethan Michael Garner
Nicolas Gault
Joseph Gerlach
Katherine Giacobbe
Marc Anthony Giammarella
Bridget Gidlow
Luisa Maria Gil Diaz
Daniela Lea Goldberger
Michael Rory Goldstein
Isis Natalia Gomez
Santiago Gomez Millan
Sergio Alejandro Gonzalez Rodriguez Sr.
Victoria Maria Cornelia Ottile Graefin Von Faber Castell (C)
Destinee Gratereaux
Christian Guevara
Akshata Gunda (M)
Qian Guo
Maxwell Ian Gurman
Kyle Edward Hafkey (M)
Abdelrahman Khaled Hammam Ahmed
Hammam Jr.
Matthew Hanzman
Andrea Lauren Harrah
Alex Wayne Harris
Frank Ethan Hedgepeth (M)
Samuel Cooper Hemmingstad
Morgan Brittany Herrick
Jaydon Wright Hibbert
Andres Hidalgo
Kagan Camille Holley
Daisha Hunter
Taha Rizwan Ismail
Joseph Matthew Israeli (M)
Ebuka Rufus Izundu
John Paul Jamie
Clara Luisa Janzen (S)
Gisel Jaquez
Woody Koventrson Jean-Louis
Barrett Marie Jellie (M)
Jiawei Jin
Kathryn Jones
Alisha Kabir (M)
Allison Liz Kadampelil (M)
Leah Jamie Kates
Gabriella Victoria Kayal
Deja Alexis Kearney
Skyler Montana Martins King
Taylor Elizabeth Kmety
Gabryelle Grace Konn (S)
Madeleine Lydia Koster (C)
Kelly Kudryk
Katja Colette Kukielski (C)
Mary Alice Kushner
Lindsey Labiak (C)
Kiptoo Langat
Rafael Lawisch Schantz
Kelsy Lehne
Justin Lei (M)
Daniela R. Lemus (C)
Jessica Leon
Hannah Elizabeth Levy
Kyris Lewis
Michael Leyva
Qiaorui Li
Ze Li
Lilian Michell Lizcano
Elizabeth Christine Leonart (S)
Daniella Lopez
Amanda Lopez-Cardet (S)
Alexander MacDonagh
Jacob Madaus Brueck
Nicholas Ivan Magal
Hans Mahecha (C)
Sarah Anne Mallak (C)
Valentina Mannella
Noe Manuli Jaramillo
Ruth Marius
Milton Martinez
Daniel Masveyraud Schauman
Taylor Kristen McCloskey
Brook W. McGinn
Adam Alexander McKenzie
Connor Joseph Mears (M)
Gabriela Maria Medina
Tamia Medina
Jennifer Mejias
Peter Melero
Luisa Melo
Sydney Lauren Menack (C)
Nicholas Jonathan Meury
Brooke Coughlin Meyers
Carleton Reid Michaud
Shirley Alejandra Miranda (C)
Luis Alberto Moas
Hailey Mody
Neda Molktari
Juan Esteban Montoya
Maia Jacqueline Mulcahy (M)
Jeffrey Andrew Munro
Matthew Murphy
Kerem Can Murlu
Jeronimo Naranjo
Vivian Nguyen (M)
Jinghua Nie
Kelby Rae Norfleet
Carol Noueihiel Gherzeddine (M)
Peter O’Donnell
Genevieve Willow Oertli
Rafael Ernesto Aleman Arias
Michelle Elena Arevalo
Alexander Block
Carla Elena Bouza
Anthony Gerard Boyd
Roy Alexander Casiano
Gabriela Coteron
Nicholas Grinnell Declaris
Marsil Janet Fernandez
Alexandra Leigh Forman
Jacob Freeman
Maria Gabriela Garcia Bodan
Jeremy Garg
Marlene Gonzalez
Victor Rafael Guzman Berger
Manuela Juan
Steven Kaufman
Adam Samuel Marcuvitz
Jordan Mashal
David Montealegre
Olivia Christina Nunez
Chidera Onyekachi Nwosu
Jose Francisco Onorato Vitale
Jonathan Peart
Ashley Ann Plotkin (M)
Alan Byron Robinson II
Maria Alejandra Rodriguez Rodriguez
Julia Paige Rosenblum
Barbara Fernanda Ruiz Duarte (C)
Cara Aleah Schiiff
Andrew Francis Simms
Brandon Sirlin
Anna Somsikova
Marissa Deborah Song
Harrison Sutherland
Gabrielle Alexa Tanner
Sianna Raquel Vacca
Renata Zarazua Gomez
Haomiao Zhou
Yasmeen G. Zuffetti

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Naser A M B M Albader
Rafael Ernesto Aleman Arias
Michelle Elena Arevalo
Alexander Block
Carla Elena Bouza
Anthony Gerard Boyd
Roy Alexander Casiano
Gabriela Coteron
Nicholas Grinnell Declaris
Marsil Janet Fernandez
Alexandra Leigh Forman
Jacob Freeman
Maria Gabriela Garcia Bodan
Jeremy Garg
Marlene Gonzalez
Victor Rafael Guzman Berger
Manuela Juan
Steven Kaufman
Adam Samuel Marcuvitz
Jordan Mashal
David Montealegre
Olivia Christina Nunez
Chidera Onyekachi Nwosu
Jose Francisco Onorato Vitale
Jonathan Peart
Ashley Ann Plotkin (M)
Alan Byron Robinson II
Maria Alejandra Rodriguez Rodriguez
Julia Paige Rosenblum
Barbara Fernanda Ruiz Duarte (C)
Cara Aleah Schiiff
Andrew Francis Simms
Brandon Sirlin
Anna Somsikova
Marissa Deborah Song
Harrison Sutherland
Gabrielle Alexa Tanner
Sianna Raquel Vacca
Renata Zarazua Gomez
Haomiao Zhou
Yasmeen G. Zuffetti

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Ashley Alfonso
Alexandra Emily Andersen
Emily Kersten Arenicibia
Kayla Avila
Anandita Bahri
Jasmine Bhairo
Elizabeth Hoy Bowman

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Narissa Constantine Agustin
Nayal Bajaj
Rikkiya Asharee Riyadh Brathwaite
Christopher Luke Brian (M)
Kevin Nathaniel Brown
Zhongxiao Chen
Devin Leigh Cherry (C)
Adrian Nicholas Corbo
Kathryn Chiyoko Davis (M)
Liliette Ferro (M)
Heather Elise Fisch
Jacob Garwood
Rachael Gregoire
Jennifer Leigh Kiefer (M)
Jordan Elijah Kiser
Nicholas Charles McCarthy
Estella E. McNair
Janessa Maria Melendez (M)
Kristen Ashley Ragusa
Carlyn Taylor Rosario (M)
Anna Sjoukje Runia (M)
Benjamin Diego Salerno (M)
Brennan Joseph Staaf (M)
Anat Sterental
Gabriel Szajner
Annie Leah Zigman (C)
Ulises Rodriguez (C)  
Lorena Valeria Roman  
Xinxin Rong  
Maria Del Mar Rosario  
Benjamin Andrew Roth  
Allison Nicole Rozanski (M)  
Sarah Megan Ruttenberg  
Rim Saab  
Joseph Michael Elie Saad  
Ayako Sakuma (C)  
Akshat Sanan (S)  
Christian Andrew Sanchez (M)  
Jan Paul Schnabel  
Elizabeth Faricy Schneider (C)  
Sierra Schopmeyer  
Taryn Jade Schrens  
Samantha Semelsberger  
Suhas Rathna Seshadri (M)  
Manvi Rajan Seth (M)  
Kelly Mackenzie Shaffner  
Ankit Mitesh Shah (S)  
Sahana Shankar (M)  
Samanta Shea  
Serene Shehadeh  
Joseph Shomar (S)  
Nikhil Sikha  
Brandon Alexander Silvestry  
Brittney Singh  
Priyanka Singh  
Cairlin Smith  
Kathryn Suzanne Smith (S)  
Caroline Olga Smolkin (M)  
Nicholas M. Stanton  
Kevin-Mitchel Suarez  
Emily Payton Swafford (S)  
Agustin Tavares Jr.  
Asia Taylor (C)  
Kira Anne Telford  
Hannah Tenorio Luna Machado  
Ingrid Isabel Torrenes  
Türeol Özerk Turan  
Adrianna Kristine Uhlar (M)  
Christina Kattie Valcin  
Kaman Nicole Vale  
Minh Van  
Martina Velichkovska (S)  
Samantha Verling  
Gretchen Villamil-Diaz  
Anthony Thomas Villanueva  
Adriana Maria Vivas  
Alexandra Shaina Youstins (C)  
Amy Wägman (M)  
Jonathan Marcus Wainblat (M)  
Gyles Patrick G. Ward  
Brett Weinstein  
Emily Wheeler  
Jerry Williams  
Michael Williams  
Kamille Grace Willis  
Ainsly Paige Wolfinbarger  
Natalie Tamara Wolfson  
Stephanie D. Yandow  
Diana Isabel Yelton Del Castillo  
Betelhem Eshetu Yimer (C)  
Marya Claire Zdechlik  
Jessica Nicole Zeien  
Haoxuan Zhang  
Yuan Zhang  
Yue Zhang  
Yike Zhao  
Jiahao Zhou  
Yihao Zhou  
Paige Zirrith  
Christopher Joseph Zoll

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

William Baker (C)  
Danoli Bryant  
Robby Friedman  
Brandon A. Jackson  
Pingting Ji  
Ryan Michael Keller  
Milind Neil Khurana  
Brandon Kieury Le  
Christian Martin  
Darby Mary McElaney  
Molly Elisabeth Mestano  
Chelsee Nielsen  
Shivam G. Patel  
Sahar ShafiQue  
Marisa Emily Stephens  
Alexander Todfield  
Marlon Zubizarreta

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Jean-Samuel Oliver Adrien  
Muna F D Almutairi  
Mark Mitchell Ambert  
Cody Bruer Andreoni (M)  
Marguerite Lydia Bandeian  
Jorge Jonathan Banegas  
Ernest Neil Barral (C)  
Paul Benya  
Mariana Berruecos (C)  
Vishal M. Bommineni  
Samanta Rose Brindley (S)  
Christian David Brown (S)  
Michelle Jane Buchbinder  
Natasha Cox Cammer (M)  
Julia Cardenas  
Brittany Chandani  
Andrew Chen  
Martin Cordero  
Alyssa Amber Cruz (S)  
Chloe Oceane Tara Dadoun  
Aileen De La Rosa  
Thomas De Leon  
Lauren Frances Dender  
Pedro Diaz  
Esther Dvorkin  
Vaidya Govindarajan (S)  
Courtney James Green  
Kathryn Henshaw (C)  
Gabriel Ignacio Iriza  
Tristan Manuel Jeya  
Duckjea Jun  
Peter Alexander Kamenkovich  
Nomikos Charles Klonaris  
Jake Allan Langlie (M)  
Lixiong Liang  
Aliza Marie Lichy  
Madisen Paige Liebl  
Amanda Michelle Lorenzo  
Devin Vaduthalakuzhy Luka  
Karina Lutfey  
Antonio Rafael Martinez Rovira  
Kimberly Samara Mendoza  
Monica Miranda  
Sarah Elizabeth Monsey  
Brian Murillo  
Kendal Rae Norfleet  
Paola Marie Nunez  
Alejandra Pineda  
Angelica Previero  
Sasha Karena Pujadas  
Michael Anthony Qureshi (C)  
Emily Pauline Rabinovich  
Marco Julian Salazar  
Sasas Santos Pedraza  
Ali Shaikh  
Rojesh Shaky  
Jay Shroff (C)  
Jack Phillips Shalh  
Karina Marie Steel  
Yee Ting Tse  
Frederic Anthony Vallesco (C)  
Daniel Verdef (M)  
Christina Villar  
Jessica Sara Vitale  
Adam Leonard Wält (S)  
Michel Wakim  
Lukun Wang  
Marina Raine Wylie  
Heyu Yao  
Kerstin Yu (C)  
Stephanie Zeitounah Smith  
Zewen Zhang  
Sisi Zhong
**Business School**  
Established 1929  
Presented by John Quelch, Ph.D., Dean

**Master of Accounting**  
Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Victoria Rose Adinolfi  
Nicole Rachel Alechman  
Dominique Anabelle Apollon  
Taahira Naeema Butterfield  
Serena Szewai Chan  
Ross Aaron Fayne  
Danning Fu  
Kevin Lyons Gerraughty  
Noe Alexander Gonzalez  
Lauren Hennelly  
Javier Herrera  
Alexandra Rose Honigstock  
Cindy X. Jui  
Jeffery Lucas Kobza  
Siyiing Li  
Annalisa Lombardo  
Jennifer Lynn Magoon  
Gabriela E. Mannella  
Kyle Douglas Miner  
Matthew Braxton Newman  
Benjamin Michael Pfeffer  
Maria Carolina Pisani  
Lea Frances Stempel  
Kexin Sun  
Giulia Vittucci  
Chenzhu Wang  
Jie Wang  
Andrew Evan Weisner  
Anxin Wu  
Wen Yin  
Yu Zhou

**Master of Business Administration**  
Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Fidelis Ifeniochukwu Agboli  
Eduardo Aiache Arfelli  
Reena Alrayyes  
Christopher John Andriesen  
Kizito C Anyaeche  
Graciela Del Carmen Atencio Cervoni  
Adam Weston Awerbuch  
Dipeeka Bastola  
Sabrina Melissa Bielawski  
Brandon William Burreoway  
Carlos Campos  
Fei Cao  
Sabrina Casals-Garcia  
Marlo Elizabeth Castillo  
Vincent Depaul Cassidy  
Daniela Chamorro  
Philipp Z. Chan  
Connie Chen  
Joshua Cohen  
George W. Cole  
Cailltin Michelle Coviello  
Veda L. Cruz  
Jose Henrique D. Apollo Rodriguez  
Parag Premkiriti Dashharma  
Andrew Evan Dively  
Thonya Dorsainvil  
Esther Espinal  
Jeanette Ferrer  
Jake M. Fields  
Yellis Siuyen Siuyen Fong El Roumhen  
Vatsal Gandhi  
Asher Ginsburg Alvarez  
Marina Estela Giral Lores  
Alejandra Granados  
Nelson Robert Green  
Ian Hartsough  
Robert Clinton Hayden  
Nicole E. Haynes  
Nelson Francisco Hernandez  
Jacqueline Holmes  
Yihung Hsieh  
Shuo Huang  
Michael Ishak Hanna Ibrahim  
Demetrios Torrez Johnson  
Nickilee Aelous Jonas  
Niel R. Kumar  
Jacqueline Lano  
Qiwei Li  
Ankitha Lingamaneni  
Soum Lokeshwar  
Alesia Lukasheivich  
Burcu Maden  
Vinayak K. Madhusoodanan

Johnny Maghzal  
David Joseph Mahoney  
Lance R. Maynard  
Enrique Melendez  
Alexander Miclet  
William Stewart Mooney  
Alexandra Nikonova  
Ryan P. Nolan  
David Vanner O’Donnell  
Brandon Edward Palmisano  
Samira Patel  
Elizabeth Holding Perry  
Michael Pirymski  
Charles Justin Potter  
Bret Michael Pruck  
Thomas Raine  
Nefertiti Rasheed  
Gabriela Lo Reichert  
Nicholas J. Rose  
Geoffrey Philip Rowan  
David Rowe  
Garrett Alan Ruark  
Fernando Antonio Solorzano  
Carmen Emilia Sotelo  
Matthew Graham Stonebraker  
Thomas Robert Sullivan  
Mario Tricarico Rosano  
Gabriel Isaac Wadsworth  
Liangliang Wang  
Jake Michael Weil  
Cory Brookes Wilcox  
Ryan Andrew Williams

**Degrees conferred August 10, 2019**

Jonathan Alton Appel  
Nancy Acosta Benites  
Kevin Michael Bursaw  
Kristina V. Cabrera  
Natalia Campanella Pinzon  
Rachael Christine Findlay  
Christopher Matthew Hernandez  
William David Lezama  
Evan Michael Mestel  
Janelle Marie Rodriguez  
Shayna Rae Rosen

**Degrees conferred December 13, 2018**

Sieda Sarah Ally  
Grace Adele Arkalji  
Michael Thomas Basinski  
Matthew Richard Berg  
Leigh Birnbaum  
Chris Brown  
William Joseph Brown  
Emanuel Bueso Blanco  
John Ottavio Bussanich  
Thomas James Cappiello  
Santiago Ceron Martinez  
Marta Elena Damian Garassini  
Vitor De Paiva Schwartz Gama  
Richard Dorfman

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Jose Salvador Aburto Gonzalez
Juan Carlos Anez Marin
Brian Asman
Gisela Valentina Barreto Garcia
Gabriela P. Barroso
Elizabeth J. Beirnes
Ariel Ben-David
Alexandra Blasser
Herbert Alberto Cancino Ugaz
Oscar A. Cepeiro
Santiago Coll
Evelyn Maria Dahdah El Khawaje
Fabian Delgado Pimentel
Hoover Isaac Encalada
Justin Evangelista
Andres Gabriel Fernandez
Meghan Kelly
Jennifer Linfozzi
Cristian A. Madalengoitia
Camilo Andres Matamoros Lopez
Raymond A. Plaza
Adam Raynaldo Quintanilla

Zain Razvi
Juan Carlos Luis Roberto Arrojoas
Jordan Robertson
Alvaro Ignacio Rodriguez Hernandez
Elia Sacal Cohen
Fernando Serrano
Vanessa Anabel Sturba
Marcial Antonio Suarez Ramirez
Matthew Phillip Tito
William Thomas Tran
Pascual Victoriano-Collado
Miguel Andres Villazon Gutierrez
Scott Robert Westphal
Jan Zambrano
Mariano Zambrano Vera
Mariela Zapata
Carlos Eduardo Lovera
Gabriela Lucas
Alejandro Jose Messmacher Henriquez
Adalyn Milien
Gerardo Jose Millet
Rosalina Miranda
Gregory John Mueller
Nelson Nunez
Sandra Sucel Ochoa
Juan Camilo Ordonez
Brian Edward Oswald
Juanita Pardo
Natalia Parra Dayton
Gina Carolina Peralta
Adrian Perez-Siam
Serge Georges Perras
John Perrys
Angel Porras
Paola Franchesca Pou Aybar
Jennyfer Puentes
Fabianne Agar Queiroz Tomaz
Rumi Rahman
Allison Laurel Rand
Lorenzo Antonio Ricketts
Karina Milena Rodriguez
Jason Rogers
Kristen Mary Salazar
Gilberto Santos
Gabriela Mercedes Serrano Veras
Michael Lawrence Shawn
Nathan Sheinfeld
Joseph Ryan Smolarz
Gloria Elizabeth Sol
Annie St Cyr
Vasilii Sushko
Christopher Kerr Tolmie
James M. Trice
Rina M. Ulrich
Rodrigo Vasquez
Ruixue Wang
Tracy Debra Wieder
Lauren Witman

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Mehdijaffer Allyakber Mulla
Dawn Elizabeth Thomas

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Andres Barquero Dembo
Nikhil A. Delahaye
Jordan Blair Riddle
YiQun Wang
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS STUDIES

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Joel Michael Bettsack Setton
Siteng Cui
Hilary Del Aguila Ortiz
Antonio Manuel Gonzalez
Lingqi He
Yujing He
Mengting Hu
Candida Esperanza Majano
Hongqian Peng
Yesenia Polanco
Haley Marie Templeton
Siyuan Yang

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Maria Angelica Baez Gomez
Felix Baumtrog
Marion Jessica Bonnet
Yi Ding
Saifullah Faisal
Georgios Koudris
Ye Li
Yuanhao Li
Zehua Lu
Xinjie Ma
Francesca Martelli
Weronika Stanislawa Michaluk
Jingyuan Shui
Xiaodong Zhao

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Yvon Desir
Luis Alberto Marquez
Fernando Martinez
Alexander Francis Ortell
Amanda Judith Snyder

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Karina Araya
Andrew Charles
Vivian Gonzalez
Kathleen Grace
Carlos Luis Hernandez
Troy Jacobson
Frederick Jaindl
Wenxue Liu
Lauren Andrea Mesko
Dionne Roberts
Victoria Sadowski
Bryan Thomas

Degree candidate August 10, 2019

Antonio Rojas Hernandez

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

Teshia S. Wright

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Erik Michael Abouzeide
Alessandra Angelini Sobrero
Gabriel Thomas Brackman
Aisa Campo
Danilo I. Chacon
Albert Roberts Christian Jr.
Claudia De Antonio Huguet
Danta Nicole Dukes
Terry Alexis Durrant
Isabella Maria Fernandez Del Rio
Adriana Edith Gonzalez
Kelly Hui
Gary S. Jaggernaut
Milenis Cristina Martinez
Orlando Melendez
Dionne Leshea Griffith Merritt
Stephanie Messina Del Sordo
Maria N. Molina
Frank Miguel M. Munoz
Christian Edward Jack Parfit
Samy Pierre
Snezana Radnovic
Miguelangel C. Ramirez
Garrett Nigel Roberts
Heber Rodriguez
Saray Saroza
Madhulika Sharma
Ana Lucia Zeledon

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

Sandi Besen
Michael Ara Bezjian
Samantha A. Burd
Ye Cai
Ying Cao
Rancai Chen
Siyu Chen
Ziyian Chen
Camille Pamela Cole
Jorge Nicolas Cortazar
Roland Joseph Cuculiza Reyes
Susan Abimbola Danso
Jinqiu Dong
Jie Du
Qiongwen Fan
Xingchen Fan
Amanda Fay
Silvia Fuentes Perez
Shadi Gowhari
Haixiang He
Kellie Elizabeth Krawczyk
Fnu Krishnan Ramkrishnan
Mutian Li
Muzi Li
Yuqing Liang
Mengying Lin
Jiayu Liu
Ruiying Liu
Xintong Liu
Yihang Liu
Sarah Gilhanne Louis
Holzh Mullen Ludlam
Hanlu Ma
Jiachen Ma
Rylan Bryce McConville
Luis Alejandro Morales Baquerizo
Charles Andrew Phillipps
Azra Pita
Karla Paola Porrela
Huiming Qi
Damien Christopher Qualls
Matevz Rojc
Fang Rong
Andrea Christine Rosell
Andrea Guadalupe Sarzosa Luna
Daniel Leonid Shebhayevich
Shuyi Shi
Yening Song
Fernando Spada
Lan Sun
Longrui Tang
Ziwei Tang
Chenyu Wang
Yuchen Wang
Zhuorui Wang
Xueqing Wen
Yizhuo Wen
Becca Wexelman
Zhengqi Xiao
Xueqing Xie
Yue Xiong
Jing Yang
Tingting Yang
Yang Yang
Yining Yang
Zhanbeyi Yang
Haixin Yu

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Degree conferred December 13, 2018

John Portuondo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Mohammed Al Munifi
Veronica Mosqueda Aquila
Monica E. Balda
Adam Jamal Bartram
Ran Bi
Sabrina Brazil Briscoe
Alejandro Cardenas
Alejandro Cardenas
Nicole Gabrielle Ceravolo
Pu Chen
Xueqing Chen
Nikolas Philippe Coles
Arthur Cesar De Menezes Soares Neto
Tarek Ben Ziad Deham Daboin
Hailey Alexa Delaney
Megi Dostí
Johann Erickson
Tais Mayara Ferreira Coelho
Philippe Mircea Garofid Optrescu
Matthew John Gavin
Jonah Haddock
Michael David Hanan
Tian Hao
Jiajie He
Craig A. Henning
Troy Edward Hoecker
Hao Hong
Haoting Huang
Milan Kovacs
Garrett Ryan Kramer
Dawid Mateusz Kudla
Xu Lian
Shiqing Lin
Jing Liu
Yuzhu Liu
Jorge Andres Lopez
Wenrui Lu
Lan Lyu
Maria de Jesus Martinez Castanos
Oscar Daniel Montealegre
Alaa Saeed M. Noorsaeed
Carlos Andres Olazabal
Camilo Eduardo Padron
Kassandra Jasmine Pierre
Ruiyao Qi
Zhonghao Ren
Raul Rios
Grayson Slater Rothchild
Sara Scibilia
Vedat Mert Sen
Jennifer Marie Stewart
Ivonne Celeste Sucre Fabrega
Yuquan Sun
Kevin Tyler Takemoto
Boyu Wang
Zongwang Wang
Derek Christopher Weigold
Benjamin Alexander White
Shanelle June Wilson
Benjamin Dylan Wright
Wei Wu
Pan Xie
Liming Yang
Yunhuan Ye
Pinhan Yi
Zi Yuan
Zhongting Zhou

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Troy Bell
Adrianna Bertor
Jacob Allen Earhart
Evan Giroudar
Jorge Antonio Gutierrez
Darya Lopareva
Marjorie Michelle Lupico
Racquel Miller
Makonnen Phipps
Karen Polanco

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Jonathan William Appleton
Joshua Cade Evans
Joseph Gorrin
Christopher Spurling
Nicholas Scott Yeakle

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Song Gao
Ashley Elisa Garcia
Benjamin E. Hoffman
Rani Jacques Jiha
Yessica Alexandra Maltes
Roseli Perez
Ryan Anthony Rodriguez-Mena
Shrissi Tuladhar

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Nicole Katherina Bellizzi Oxford
Tyler S. Bowman
Mitchell James Fuccile
Richard W. McCants

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Phoebe Jane Aaron (C)
Zeyad Abouzeina (C)
Matthew Laurence Abrams
Augusto Acosta
Kiera Alexis Adams
Mark Akhimien
Ahmad Yousef A A Al Abdulla
Tasneem Mohammed S Alahmadi
Matthew Brandon Alpart
Seth Altmann (M)
Nicholas Joseph Altmanna
Harrison Rohan Alva
Yaqoub Abdulla M Alyousef (C)
Julia Marie Anderson
Maria Paula Arboleda Correa (S)
Nicole Marie Arguelles (S)
Matthew James Arnold
Lucia Arriola
Beverly Asante
Ian Asselstine
Austin Cole Assentato
Perry Avgerinos
Andrea Eugenia Aviles Canjura
Celeste Ayijan
Benjamin Bacal
Bruno De Francisco Bacchi
Pietro Bacchi
Drayton Micah Bagan (C)
Ariana Baklajian (S)
Ryan Andrew Bakutes
Aiqi Bao
Brian Barnett
Andrea Carolina Barreiro (M)
Chloe Sara Barroukh
Harrison Barzyk
Shay Elizabeth Baum
Javier Alejandro Bautista Rodrigues Sr.
Tristan Evan Beaudoin
Michael Keith Bell Jr. (C)
Valentina Graciela Bellizzi Nieto
Tali Ben-Ichay
Brett Benson (C)
Sabrina Rachelle Beraja (M)
Spencer Berens
Max Musial Bertman
Jonathan James Binns
Lionell Matthew Binyard Jr.
Giancarlo Bombardelli Madrigal
Eden Bonan
Faith Alexandria Boone
Jacob Bozentka (C)
Mekenzie Anne Bradley
Daniel Gary Nemi
Suzanne Sarah Nemni
Camila Neumann
Ivy Ni
Stefany Nicasri Di Placido
Michael Jack Nickolas
Fizza Noor
Federico Guillermo Nunez Peyer
Katherine Lynne O’Grady (M)
James Joseph O’Keefe
Nicholas Michel Olinde
Kristen Onorato
Pamela Onorato
Sebastian Ordonez Bueno
Patricia Sofia Ortiz Dominguez
Jacqueline Pabon
Elaina Lynn Palacki
Mark Anthony Palumbo
Franco Jose Pappalardo Poletti
Rowana Parker (C)
Nicolle Peicher (M)
Brandon Michael Pellitteri
Richard Martino Peras
Tomas Alvin Perez Jr.
Marisa Lynn Petrillo
Maddalena Petruso
Zachary William Pian
Mackenzie Symone Phillips
Jonathan Ted Pierre
Yilian Pimienta
Gustavo Pino
Isabella Louise Pison
Daniel Pistolesi
Carlos Amado Pizarro Jr.
Andrea Maria Plasencia Cores
Alexandra Polikarpova
Marko Prats
Dylan Thomas Price
Luke Rogers Prichard
Armand Mohesh Punjabi
Ximena Quezada Peredo
Sarah Raboff
Arjun A. Rao
Jingwen Rao
Sofie Nicola Skage Rasmussen
Jesse Reina
Frankie Reynolds
Timothy Richard Riley
Benjamin Carter Ringrose (C)
Brendan Gabriel Roark
Roderick Janis-Angus Robertson
Katherine Elizabeth Robinson
Siena Isabella Rodon (M)
James Benjamin Roldan (M)
Joseph Henry Roque
Rachel Rosa
Joshua Adam Rosen
Justin Tyler Rounick
Spencer Grant Ruda
Gregory Matthew Rudman (C)
Gabrielle Maria Ruggiero
Cristina Elena Ruiz
Phillip Anthony Russomanno (M)
Danielle Saad
Harley Sacks
Maisy Ann Sadler Baker
Justina Saint
Mei-Lin Salas
Karim Enrique Salmen
Josette Michelle Sanchez
Alejandro Sanchez Uribe (C)
Mark Santaguida
Chelsea Sanzone (S)
Josef Albert Schiffer
Kristi Marie Schleicher (C)
Ian Mech Schlichtin (M)
Jozie Ann Schroder
Jonah Schulman
Steven Schuster (M)
Dylan Michael Schwartz
Lauren Seaton
David Seen
Michael Sefon
John Michael Sellew (M)
Manuel Miguel Serrao Andrade
Zachary Ethan Shabinsky
Megan Danielle Sheena
Max Shevin
Fuming Shi
William Robert Silberg (C)
Henry Silkworth
Natalie Rose Silva
Cedric Sinanovic
Asvin Sivarasa
Brendan Ryan Smith
Madeleine Paige Smith
Pedro Soares Oliveira
Kyle Robert Sonlin
Cooper Simon Sorfleet
Justin Spaccavento
Joshua Samuel Spindler
Eric Steigelfest
Emily Grace Steinbach (S)
Naomi T. Sterling
Madison Alexandra Stern
Melissa Lynn Stewart (S)
Ryan Austin Stone (C)
Nathaniel Burnham Strickler
Amanda Studnik
Zhangwei Sun
Carolyn Leigh Tannura
Centong Tao
Maxwell Harbaugh Tarter
Eric Alexander Tavares
May Myar Thu
Diego Sebastian Torres
Lauren Marie Tortorice
Justin Joseph Tubis
Olivia Noel Tucker
Diya Tulshi (S)
Caroline Marie Valencia
Dejan Vasiljevic
Patricia Valeria Velasco
Daniela Lucia Velez Martinez
Fiona Joy Verdon
Daniel Villegas
Nathaniel Franklin Wallace
Alex Wasserman
Lyndsey E. Weeks
Shana Kari Weisman
Sierra Whitall
Connor F. Whittam
Samantha Jayne Wilson
Kara Ali Wise
Logan Bailey Wolf
Scot Salomon Wood
Christopher David Wright
Matthew James Wrigley
Yan Xia
Yifang Yan
Amy M. Yastrow (C)
Yosef Yacob Yishak (M)
Fiona Margaret Zasowski
Elsa Camila Zegarra (S)
Lida Zhang
Xue Zhang
Yueyang Zhang
Shiyao Zheng
Anan Zhu
Brian Edward Zirnlau (C)
Kyle Matthew Zonghetti

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Alexandra Marie Acosta
Anat A. Alghannam
Don Gray Angell III
Yunus Can Ensari
Jackson Griffin
Collin Kaplan
Eline Sofie Meinich (C)
Chelsea Alexis Williams
Jingyun Zhang

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Oleksiy Abramovskyy
Fumnanya Agbimson
Priscila Denise Arkalji
Piper Austin
Marco Baesa
Bruce Randall Banfield
Amanda Benatar Schummer
Ari Berk Benoziyo
John Joseph Bergmann
Nicholas Dean Burbella
Jorge Carbalo
Kaitlin Castillo
Austin Care
Mariangela Cedeno Gamardo
Jean Luis Chammas
Yuetong Chen
Zhao Cheng
Kher Nissim Cohen
Shlomo Moshe Dahan
Vito Antonio Di Napoli Lago
Jacob Diamond
Charles Patrick Dieckhaus (M)
Courtney Druckman
Juan P. Duque (S)
Andrew Scott Earnest
Orlando J. Feliciano
Drew Gendron
Niclas Alexander Genovese
Ana Gonzalez
Joselyn Victoria Gonzalez (S)
Ariel N. Gringarten
Kevin Alexander Heymann
Connor Sterling Howell
Olla S. Hussein
David Iriarte
Ali Z. Jahanzeb
Juan Jaramillo (C)
Jesper Langkilde Jensen
Vanessa Kanan
Robert William Katz (C)
Wasim Khoury
Cem Kinay
Joshua Aaron Konikoff
Shelby Belle Laws
Robert William Katz (C)
Wasim Khoury
Cem Kinay

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Andres Alberto Albino Garcia (M)
Lorna Appiah
Marcella Bakhos Maria
Paula Becerra (C)
Max Quillin Bechtel
Ori Bekerman
Rita Suzanne Bianchi
John Theodore Bon
Daniel Christian Borges
Arielle Lynn Brandt (S)
Zev Philip Breyer
Kayla Susan Burakovskiy (C)
Nathanial Burn (M)
Alex Emilioi Cahail (S)
Ariana Cassells (M)
Caitlin Alexandra Cavanaugh (S)
Joseph Anthony Celona
Romano Cevenini (M)
Jorge Antonio Chabo
Gabrielle Elizabeth Chin (C)
Callahan Carson Giriack (C)
Mark Cirillo (S)
Raphael Nissim Cohen
Victoria Anne DiCeglio (S)
Joseph John Diiorio (M)
Miakela Chase Durben (C)
Alec Vail Eiphraimson-Abt
Mark Sherif Farag
Travis Zachary Feather
Andrew James Ferguson (C)
Nicolas Alberto Fernandez
Kristina Fisher (M)
Hanting Ge (C)
Donald Joseph George
Natalie Nicole Giangrande
Samuel David Gordon (S)
Evan Gruchot
Kevin Gutierrez (C)
Ryan Gabriel Gutierrez
Christopher Hann
Xinshuang He (M)
Madeleine Pembroke Hill
Bourarr Hussay
Benjamin Matthew Hyatt (M)
Benjamin Patrick Jackson
Kyla William Kingma (M)
Brett Kvansnicka (C)
Vincent Paul LaBarbara
Craig William Lapham
Gen Li
Mary Jacqueline Lippincott (M)
Kyle Rey Long (M)
Yuyang Ma
Emily Yasmin Mahmoud
Christopher Malahias
James Michael Marcante
Nicholas Jorge Maspons
Sadie Matthews (S)
John Edward McLoughlin
Felipe Mendoza (C)
Alexander Joseph Mennella
John Paul Milano

Chase Morell (M)
Joseph Mark Moseley
Jose Arturo Mota Lebron (C)
Scott Michael Murnick (M)
Nicolae Penagos Jaramillo (C)
MaraIVE Zelia Rubino
Mark Geoffrey Paris
John Christopher Nicholas (M)
Isabella Nuccio
Marina Osorio Rubio
Mark Geoffrey Paris
Nicolai Alexander Politano (C)
Juan Andres Porras Diaz
Evan Andrew Porter (M)
Jae Alexander Ramirez
Victoria Ricci
Christina Katherine Rodriguez
Keenan Rodriguez
Hope Rovner (S)
Rae Rozovsky (M)
Ashbrooke Saltzman
Nicholas Sambar
Luis Guillermo Sanchez Los Arcos (C)
Reema Saribala
Daniel Jacoby Saunders (C)
Michael Shurslep
Virginia Sideleva
Jade Alexis Simmons
Jessica Rose Soens (C)
Matthew Charles Spahr
Blake Jared Sprilling (M)
Zhonghao Sun (S)
Grant Thorburn
Nicholas Andrew Urciuoli
Kyle Scott Verduin (M)
Juan D. Vergara Fuenmayor
Molly Thompson Von Heil (C)
Xinzan Wang
Adam Zachary Warsoff (C)
Jordan Wilde (M)
Nanting Xia

Degree candidate August 10, 2019

Alberto Martin Ulzurrun De Asanza

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Brian Michael Aji (M)
Jacob Thomas Dwyer
Roy Edri
Donald Louis Foiani (S)
Andrew Seth Friedman (C)
Silvia Fuentes Perez (C)
Trevor Goley
Gina Sciascia (C)
Gaorui Sun
Gian Maria Troiani
David A. Tzvet
Sojia Vargas Sabatino
James Woo
John Yanchitis

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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**School of Communication**

Established 1985

Presented by Gregory J. Shepherd, Ph.D., Dean

**MASTER OF ARTS**

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Qi Ai
Jana Ajdukovic
Sara Sami A. Alatmi
Stephanie Bertini
Wednesday Marie Casanova
Kelsey Brooke De Santis
Gabriel Alexander De Tuya
Tony Kottell Derico
Brandon Todd Dunnick
Krysta Lee Garcia
Shuyun Gu
Bingzi Han
Josip Jurisic
Sophie Marlene Kacha
Tsai Chi Lai
Feiyang Li
Terrisa Coreen Mark
Alejandra B. Meneses Saccone
Jessica Perez
Sandra Prieto
Shiyue Qian
Dhanieidy Quevedo
Sasha Alexandra Rosa Ramsaw
Kelsey Elizabeth Slough
Marisa Marie Elizabeth Tejera

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Brandon Marckel Boston
Ashley Marie Daniello
Jazzma Starr Daughtry
Ebenee Funderburk
Desiree Massey Guerra
Derek M. Kenney
Brooke Lemaire
Dahila Wesley
Tiffany Williams

**MASTER OF FINE ARTS**

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Katlyn Ann Aviles
Nicole Ashley Barba
Sunny Bhatia
Cheng Chen
Angie V. Del-Llano
Carolina Isabel Diaz
April L. Dobbins
Chantal A. Gabriel
Ailyn Gong
Aaron Sylvan Gordon
Melissa Gutierrez
Sarah Elisabeth Hartman
Yaxu Hu
Mohammad Abdulla R Jastaniah
William A. Jattin
Huiling Jin
Xing Liu
Zhuang Qian
Alexandra Santiago
Timothy R. Sparks
Shiyuan Tong
Alejandro Nelson Vergara

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Shantraie Rodriguez
Emily Joy Shea

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNICATION**

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Carolina Abdullah
Danielle Marie Brothers
Kayla LeAnn Brown (M)
Madison Riley Brown (S)
Lauren Alexandra Bruno
Hayley Grace Buchholz
Miles Antoine Burlingame
Nia Byrd
Manuel Camilion (C)
Kaitlyn B. Carey
Carmen Alicia Caruso (S)
Margarita Castillo
Kelly Marie Castro
Isabella Rosa Cendan (M)
Katherine Ceravolo
Muguang Chen
Yu Tso Chen
Rebekah Chalcedoni Chung
Isabella Ciardelli
Nico Terese Gil
Francesca Antoinette Ciuffo (S)
Katelyn Clery (S)
Chelsea Toya Cohen
Charley Ann Comparetto (C)
John Connolly
Alanna Cooper
Hunter Crenian
Torrey Crosby (C)
Misha Marilyn Cruz
Sofia Ducharry
Mitchel Charles Davis
Fabiana De Luca Mendez
Skylar Alexandra Deahl (C)
Laryssa Danielle Demkiw
Merve Deniz
Isabella Di Giglio
Natalia Isabel Diaz (M)
Paige Dostie
Benjamin Samuel Edelman
Daniel Ellis
Emma Erickson-Kery
Sofia Veronica Estevez (M)
Cristian Josef Fajardo
Sara Joanne Faller
Kaley Catherine Caroline Fedko
Jack Tyler Feldman
Isabella Felpeto
Daniel Folks
Madison Renee Fortna
Michael Edward Franca
Stephanie Franco Averbach
Yoelle Maritza Frank
Paige Bailey Frankel
Caitlin Maree Fryer
Jiahao Fu
Amanda Michelle Fuentes
Alexa Garcia (C)
Cydney Gasthalter
Madison Amelia George
Emily Jordan Gerstein
Chloe Illyse Glenn
Adrian N. Gonzalez
Luis Gonzalez
Kyle Montana Gordon
Wycliffe Grafton Jr.
Alejandro Javier Granda Jr.
Jesus Alberto Grisanti Estevez (S)
Amy Rebecca Grundleger
Allison Guaty
Chazz Alonzo Guerra-Ogiste
Joanna Helen Haas (C)
Isabella Nora Marlene Halili
Isabelle Harouche
Trea Nicole Harris (C)
Vivian Ashley Heerans (M)
Madison Rhea Helmick (C)
Ellen Leander Hinshaw
Elisabeth Angelika Hofer (M)
Yu Ching Hsu
Thomas Landen Huerter
Nicolas Iapraguëre
Evan Jay Isackson
Amanda Frances Jaeger
Kyle Jaffe
Joshua David Jones
Tej Joshi
Sacha Kantor
Sarah Ann Karp
Alain Katsman
Isaiah Kim-Martinez
Hannah Lydian King
Elizabeth Frances Knox (S)
Julia Elizabeth Kohl (M)
Danielle Lauren Krueger
Cole Hunter Kugler
Amanda Kuperman
Brianna Nicole Kupfer
Alain Katsman
Lauren Guia Lathrop (C)
Jungmin Teresa Lee
Annette Marie Leonowens (C)
Ishan Tyler Levenson
Jacqueline Tess Levine
Sijia Li
Abigail Elizabeth Lloyd
Stephanie Mae Longmuir (C)
Yanlan Lou
Casey Elinor Lue (S)
Andrea Lustgarten Fischbach
Kylie Mae Lynch
Kevin Patrick Lyons
Ashley Maas (C)
Devon Haley Magnone
Julia Bianca Malave (C)
Nicole Oriana Manfrini (C)
Allison Carol Margol
Danielle Emily Marks
Kyra Alexis Maryland
Vedasta Inabanza Masangu
Kirsten Lee McGarvey (C)
Molly McHugh (C)
Lynn Mclvain
Shane Patrick Meagher
Alexander Henry Mines
Gregory Michael Mintz
Javier Morales Fernandez
Christina Myers (C)
Camila Nunez
Jack Ogiony
Viviana Oronato
Victoria Lucia Ormaechea Totani
Erika Ann Orstad
Alicia Ortiz
Justin L. Pack
Lucia Pampana
Ilisse Peredo Osorno
Sabrina Maria Perez
Lian Perez
Belen Perez Serrano
Joseph John Pierce
Aja Win Pollack
Maxx Evan Pollack
Madison Shea Posey
Ethan Ryan Punal
Eric John Purcell
Samantha Purnell
Jessica Puterman
Madison Taylor Ramirez-Mayo
Alexis Remy Rappaport
Mina Rhee
Andrea Vanessa Rosales (M)
Mark Rosenzweig
Breana Nadene Ross (S)
Alexandra Jessica Rothman
Natalia Eva Ryazak
Sabrina Rose Saccente
Gabrielle Yaffa Sami
Jaclyn Marie Sanchez
Sarah Elizabeth Schoening (S)
Holly Anne Schwartz
Tongyi Shen
Jacob Arthur Shostak
Lindsey Nicole Simon (M)
Ka Ki So
Naomi Ayotemi Somolu
Olivia Regan Stauber
Sidney Leigh Sterling (C)
Sydney Mae Story
Zachary Christian Stubblefield
Jillian Frances Swimmer
Breeden Elizabeth Tesone
Amanda Torres
Claudia Anna Trasmondi Di Giovanni
Miheoa Tudor (M)
Samantha Hope Ulin (M)
Edwin Alexander Ulloa
Lillian Mercedes Valdivia (M)
Kristan M. Van Aken
Emmi Nancy Velez (C)
Jessica Allison Vishny
Chloe Alessandra Vizzzone (C)
Graham Joseph Watkins
Aaliyah Mariah Weathers (C)
Jillian Weiss (C)
Tiayi Xu (S)
Lu Yin
Jennifer Elizabeth York (S)
Haoran Yu
Karen Jacqueline Zafiros
Xi Zhang Zheng

Aline Jean
Jacqueline Nicole Marks
Matthew Robert McDonough
Kaitlyn Victoria Meister
Erika Murillo
Tyler Murphy
Soany Nguyen
Stefanos Papageorgiou
Alyssa Rasile
Coco Cameron Rominger
Krystal Rayne Socorro
Isaiah Bradley Taylor
Juliana Torres-Sanchez
Zhuyi Xia
Qinlin Xu

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Rodrigo Alfonso Arauz (S)
Brian Anthony Barcelo
Portia Marie Baudisch
Olivia Becht
Morgan Boone
Daniela Coromoto Calderon Correa
Virgilio Capote
Kailin Chen
Alisha Jasmine Chugani Chattani
Nile Allen Clark
Jassmine Lea Claivero (M)
Mitchel Charles Davis
Nathaniel P. Derrenbacher
Beliz Aygun Eryilmaz
Susan Fischer
Gina Renee Fleites
Shellie Avia Frai
Andrew James Freeman
Jason William Fulbright (M)
Fortuna Gateno Entebi
Alison Goebel (M)
Edgardo Gabriel Gonzalez Chacon
Jessica Grenier
Ethy Joseline Grossman Nuchtern (S)
Andre Hadi Hauache
Runzh Sou (M)
Braylond Rayvon Howard
David Fredrick Hunter
Melissa Idrovo Luque
Ellen McKenna Kiser (C)
Trishelle Carol Leacock
Mollie Jane Lewander
Jiaying Li (C)
Catherine Elizabeth Mairena (C)
Ronald Maldonado
Tyriq Jamal McCord
Dana Elizabeth McGeehan (M)
Sharon Ester Meir
Erin Jose Milanes Sr.
Briana Sophia Nespral (M)
Carolina Perez
Thomas Oliver Potter
Erin Kathleen Regan
Iciar Riaza (C)
Elisa Sanz Iglesias

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Rene Betancourt
Gabriella Depardon
Jessy Diaz
Kaley Gamber
Cristina Maria Garcia
Hunter Garroway
Ibrahim A. Gray

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

Established 1929

Presented by Laura Kohn-Wood, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
EDUCATION

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Andres Alejandro Acosta
Ayla Acosta
Amber Noel Austin
Terrence Valentino Bailey
Gerald Andre Battle Jr.
Brandon Michael Berridge
Joseph A. Bonner
Sven Bornemann
Andrea Botero Londono
Krystal Cabrera
Meghan Elizabeth Cartafalsa
Derek Jay Cipriano
Galit Cohen
Grayson Lee Crabtree
Alex Cranch
Sonya Alana Cronkrite
Caroline Elise Culbreth
Jon Fleig
Sunita Doris Ghia
Hector dos Santos Goncalves
Daniel Gonzalez-Quevedo
Andrew Tomas Goodman
Logan Reid Grenley
Yu Hao
Clintica Shenice Harmon
Miranda Therese Hernandez
Charles Herron
Ryan Keith Hesson
Alerthia Emily Hinds
Delano Johnson
Raul Juarez
Daniel Dickerson Ketchum
Terrence Walker Knock
Celeste Koehuis Alfaro
Lucas Lorenzo Lopez
Brian Lynn
Devon Manifold
Joel Martinez
Jenice Carolina Maza Duerto
Craig Fitzsimons McCabe
Wilson Alexander Mejia
Vanessa M. Mena Fernandez
Owen Modeste
Michelle Moore
Daniel J. Morhaim
Nicolas Tobias Navarro
Nicholas Vaughan Neuwald
Folashade Christina Olasimbo
Ali Hassan Rafiq
Stephanie Rivera
Marcial Edmundo Robiou

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Julio Cesar Arnaiz
Saif Salah Behairy
Jessica Ann Boyles
Derek William Brackett
Kira Butler
Yonghao Chen
Jamyah Cox
Ciara Ann Crighton
Melissa Marie Cruz
Adriana Cristina Diguez
Raychel Ashley Feldman
Sydney Marie Fiol
Alejandra Fonte
Kyle Butler Fried
Katie Friedrich
Anton Maurice Gage
Michele Gaston
Melissa Alexandra Gutierrez
Cooper John Hammond
Caitlin Elizabeth Hupe
Shadana James
Autumn Kramer
Michael J. Kwiatkowski
Natalie Laboy
Julian Laverde
Claudia Llanes
Ryan Murphy
Michael Niederman
Iztlali Guadalupe Ortiz
Claudia Perez
Marylyn Rogel
Naomi S. Rosenkranz
Dorothy M. Sanchez
Stephanie Sanchez Pareja
Carla Paola Santamaria
Brent Matthew Sappe
Brian Stanley Schlosser Jr.
Andrew Roy Solecki
Huy Thai
Civon Thomas
Maria Isabel Toro
Daniela Uribe
Matt Wilkins
Brian Todd Zimmerman
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
EDUCATION

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

John Nicholas Basil
Galia Allen Bernat
Kolby Anne Bird
Bella Rose Brickle (M)
Archer Scanlan Brooks
Kassidy Monae Alexxis Brown
Hailey Burke (C)
Jordan Butler
Andrea Cano
Javier Alejandro Caso (M)
John Steven Cline (M)
Lauryn Renee Coleman (C)
Nicholas Ferraro
Kristina Maria Hudak
Libby Kay Jacobson (M)
Christos Kourkoulos
Nicole Marie Lembo
Becky Shuqi Liu Chen
Christina Michelle Loisel
Kelly Margaret Lynch
Kyle William Mastoloni
Zachary McCloud
Megan M. Moure
Eric Noah Rubenstein (M)
Jake Matthew Spadaccini
Hanna Kirstin Taylor (S)
Jake M. Weiss
Katie Wohl (C)
Jake Yardeni (M)

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Richard Conrick Gallagher III
Rodney O’Neal Miller Jr.
Stephanie Nakazohi (S)
Katherine Ann Peters
Jack Spicer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Temitope Abisoye
Chris Aglaba
Claudia Argueta
Zakaria Bailey
Jennie Bertot
Alexander Christian Atangan Carbonel (M)
Isabella Hannah Carrasco
Brittany Rose Castoro (S)
Chi Ho Cheung (S)
Monique Marie Concepcion
Lauren Copeland
Natasha Cruz
Parth Desai
Alison Elizabeth Dobbs
Matthew William Donald
Lynley Grace Evans
Thomas Franchi
Thomas David Gassner
Arianny M. Gonzalez
Emese Eva Hof
Jaalen Rashad Jones
Matthew Labkowski
Arjun Gaurav Malhotra
Jacob Milner (M)
Julia Ann Nordhausen
Charles Raymond Parker (C)
Ariannie Pena-Aleman
Kevin Posner
Zakiya T. Rashid
Giselle Rodriguez
Maria-Camila Romero
Gabriel Sadowsky
Jacquelyn Rachel Schwartz (S)
Amanda Rachel Segel (M)
Carla Frances Steighorst
Jordan Strnad
Daniela Usuga (M)
Jorman Vasquez
Niccola Marie Venezia
Emma Rose Waldman
Tiffany Alexa Webb
Dilina Viran Wicramparuma Desilva
James Nicholas Whirte

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Julia Isabelle Lewis
Cole Southworth

Degree conferred December 13, 2018

Jason Lars Aubert
Cristina Criado Barrios (C)
Christianna Minami Dale
Henrique De Moura Ranzolin
Christian Dominguez
Kirsten Lauren Gamber
Daniel Garcia
Michael Antwain Jackson
Jaquan Lamont Johnson
Tiffany Justine Kaplan
Eric Thomas Kushel
Andrew Lang
Yuxin Li
Denise Alara Ozturk (M)
Allie Tucker Robison
Melany Rosario
Arielle Scavo
Tyree Desean St. Louis
Megan Tate

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Daniel Angel
Jesse Saul Brennan
Steven Lawson
Emma Lucas
Carolina Rivera
Kevin Lloyd Simon
Shani Elana Weiss

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Established 1947
Presented by Jean-Pierre Bardet, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Degree candidate May 9, 2019
Mario Angel Martinez Jr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Qianyun Ding
Pavly Said Greiss

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
J. A. A. Gh. H. Ashkanani
Edward Lavonas

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Edwin Alejandro Almeida
Frederick Barthdyt
Theodore Joseph Buriani
Blaine Granger
Sarah Chelsea Hertz
Kolton Kenneth Jones
Arley Perez
Oscar Qiu
Juan D. Silgado

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Jose Anibal Martinez
Kelly Mote
Brianna Patrice Woods

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Yutao Chen
Nicholas Sinclair Karpathy

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Janna Irene Brown
Pedro Rodrigues de Castro Jalles
Hekai Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Yeda Chen
Sarah Virginia Vargas

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Isaac Thomas Furtney
Nikan Salarieh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Keith Charles Dolin Jr.
Chase Richards Homovec
Daniela Martinez
Joseph McCarty Santoro
Justin Michael Shepard
Amanda Marie Sweely
Tia Georgette Wong
Jingyi Zhong

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Cordel Eugene Jordan Cook
Jinyang Qiu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Jordan Scott Buren
Yu Fang
Michael John Lennon
Niko Anthony Minasola
Mengqi Sun
Alec William Yenawine

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Fabio P. Ketter
Yang Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCEAN ENGINEERING
Degree conferred December 13, 2018
Junfei Xia

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Jordan Scott Buren
Timothy Hathaway Child
Juan Pedro Concha-Alecchi
Richard Scott Delgado
Luiz Felipe Disconzi Lopes
Michael Fernandez
Ryann Elizabeth Hallums (C)
Carlos Juan
Michael John Lennon
David Joseph Zachary Levi
Niko Anthony Minasola (S)
Pedro Sainz De Baranda Portela
Isabel Sanz

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Daniel Escamilla
Galo Edmundo Maldonado

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Razan M. Aldousari
Rawan T M K H Alhajri
Nour Abdullah Rahman M S A Alkhulaifi
Abdullah H D H A Almutairat Sr.
Maytham F Y Y A Alqallaf
Meshari R E M Alrabeah
Nawaf Ahmad S Alshamary
Rachel Grace Deradoorian
Joshua Dale Dughman
Pavly Said Greiss (C)
Nicholas Richard Hartman
Nancy Rose Lewis
Saad Ahmad Abdul-Jabbar Marafi
Kevin Andrew Scott
Franca Siroit

Degree candidate August 10, 2019
Aqyel J M M Jafar

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Abdulaziz M R A F Alhammad
Yara Alweqayan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Faran Syed Ahmad
Edwin Alejandro Almeida
Frederick Barhydt
Morgan Rebecca Benson (C)
Divya Bhansali (M)
Michael James Brennan
Theodore Joseph Buriani
Daniel David Carbonero (C)
Juan Andres Chiossone Rojas
Perry J. Diaz
Alina Caridad Diaz Garcia
Jasia Milani Dickerson
Anne Rojona C. Feliciano
Carolina Flores
Blaine Granger
Sean Andrew Hagert
Dennis Harrington (M)
Adiel Hernandez (M)
Sarah Chelsea Hertz
Jordan Lamar Hill
Zachary Michael Kagan (C)
Demb Ousman Kah
Dania Fallon Keller (M)
Michael Patrick Kelly Jr.
Emily Jane Laustsen (M)
Jianyuan Li
Daniel Mann Mattout
Derlin Martinez
Mackenzie Anne McDougal (C)
Nicolas Oberndorfer
Jigar Patel
Mario Manuel Perdomo
Laura Puentes
Oscar Qiu
Sneha Ramasamy
Alejandro Jose Rojas
Yadira Santos-Cruz
Courtney Cecile Seams
Benjamin Logan Smith (M)
Ryan Space (C)
Joshua Fenton Sussman (M)
Nicole Jane Thornton
Joseph Kiyoishi Tsuji
Oraya Vescovaran (S)
Brian Joseph Wahlberg
Danielle Nicole Weinberg (M)
Dongyang Zhu (M)
Ziyi Zhuang

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Sultan Saad S Almesned
Crl Carolina Lahrssen

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Olivia Marie Cabanas
Haley English Clark
Luisa Maria De Sa Martins Fonseca (S)
Elizabeth Laurens King

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Yousif Abdulaziz A Alhaddad
Enrique Bossa
Michael C. Croly
Aaron De Candido Gallina
Nicholas Sinclair Karpathy (M)
Austin Jay King
Samantha Amelia Mirante
Claudio Matias Perez II
Matthew Yao Shaw

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Sarah A M Abdullah
Luca Francini
Heinrich Gustave Herzog
Nicholas James Pelsiek (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Mostafa Abdel-Mottaleb
Sarah Elizabeth Amundsen (S)
Karla Belfort Otero
Martin Friedmann Schaffer (M)
Shante Hicks
Shai Horowitz
Jocelyn Kane
Rashed Kashem (C)
Charles Mountain
Gregory Petrellis
Kevin Alan Robbins
Matthew Alexander Roesch
Elias Levin Steenvenson
Mohammed Zain Usman (S)
Sarah Virginia Vargas (M)
Jessica Vilches Martinez (S)
Istvan Andras Von Fedak

Degree candidate August 10, 2019

Justin Spencer Moon

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Fatma N H H Baroun
Michael Batey
Isaac Thomas Furtney
Melanie Gravier
Mohammed K Sayed
Kevin Vidouse

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Michael Cacace
John Anders Hansen
Yu Qi Lin
Rafael Marques Braga
Ricardo Munoz
Crystal Alicia Nattoo (S)
Forest Pierson Speed
Aliue E. Wurie

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Robert Stewart Arnold
Yiling Chen
Stefanie Rae Getz
Zhangxia Ma
Tamim Zeineddine
Zhe Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Ahmed Ayesh R Alanazi
Abdullah A H A H Alhasan
Omar K H E Y Y A Almukaimi
Mohammed Ibrahim A Alothman
Fahad S S M A Alsafar Sr.
Emre Fuad Barlas
Hannah Bernstein
Charlotte Louise Bowditch
Jessica Builes
Kristina Bye
Natalia Beatriz Campo (M)
Alexandra Ines Davis
Natalino De Simone Chazzin (M)
Keith Charles Dolin Jr.
Eric Dolman Miodownik (S)
Henry Drescher (S)
Sebastian Echeverri
Charbel Jose El Barche Antonios
Maria Gabriela Espejo Arreaza (C)
Bruna Victoria Fernandes Da Silva
Ana Cristina Finol
Robert Adolfo Garzón
Leonardo Gonzalez (S)
Adriana Carolina Gorrin Otero
Chase Richards Homovec

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Karim Ismail
Jailyn Elizabeth Jenkins
Mikel Juan
Daniela Martinez
Matthew Alexander Mendez
Kate Sara Moliner
Michael Francis Mouton
Arjun Padmanabhan
Lea Marie Perez
Joseph McCarty Santoro
Marcos Serur
Justin Michael Shepard
Jennifer Leigh Shorten
Martin Sinisterra Astudillo
Amanda Marie Sweely
Ahmad Talal A Tayeb
Marc Jared Tell
Erik James Thomas
Charles Henry Wardlow VII
Jared Blake Welsch (C)
Tia Georgette Wong

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Saad Abdullah A Bin Saeed
Adem Shukri Ali Sahil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Khaled Saeed Obaid Alhaj Alkaabi
Ibrahim J I Y A Alkalifi
Hamad M M E Almudhaf (C)
Ahmed M L S Almutairi
Kawan Herat Amelung
Hiba Benkhye
Alexander C. Berne (S)
Jason Samuel Blume
Gregory James Cooke
Richard Mark Anthony Dale
Alejandro Diaz
Joseph Jesus Espana
James Roger Frick
Andrew Steven Garvey (C)
Cory Marcell Gatlin
Chaoyun Guo

Truman Richard Lease
Nicholas Leber
Christian Frederick Marquina
Michael J. Miano
Swati Narasimhan (S)
Shuvambharathy Subbarayan Pochi (C)
Jovanni Lazaro Rabelo
Aaren James Sirak
Peter J. Stansky
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
Established 1969

Presented by Roni Avissar, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
David Morton Adams
Ines Anai Agosto
Erin Cain
Shirley Shiyuan Chu
Marissa Debonis
Emma Michelle Goldstein
Kathryn Nicole Grazioso
Michael Weston Horton
Kristina Marie Kiest
Haley Kilgour
Daniel Masia
Carli Grace Merrick
Kelly Katelyn O'Connell
Jonathan David Rueben
Dane Silva

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Airielle Rose Cathers
Michaela Tiffany Harrington
Caroline Jasperse
Evan Karge
Mary Paige Pilkinson
Grant Tucker Rawson
Kylie Hope Spado

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Harrison Albert
McKenna Renee Anderson
Beth Anne Beals
Grant E. Bemis
Faith Lindsey Benner
Emily Megan Bolger
Alissa Lynn Buck
Gabrielle Alexis Cabral
Eryn Campbell
Samantha M. Camposano
Sharon E. Chinchilla
Rachel Alexis Clausen
Erin Cover
Emily Joanne Davidson
Michelle Evelyn Graulty
Alexandra H. Gunner
Rebecca Taylor Hammersla
Daniel Haryanto
Leanne Michele Hauptman
Jordan Christopher Holder
Evans James Hovey

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MARINE AFFAIRS
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Molly Anne Booth-Balk (M)
Casey Jenna Dresbach
William Fletcher Dunn
Victor O. Fels
Shelby Diakun Thomas

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Andrew Michael Dixon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Degree candidate May 10, 2019
Edward Duwayne Kalajainen

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Robert Christian Goodin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Carl Nicholas Anderson
Sara Marie Anderson
Alexandra Anstett
Brenna Elizabeth Bales
Anna Christine Barnard
Megan Leigh Berger
Anthony Mario Bonacolta
Dustin Travis Brownlow
Jacob Coleman Buck
Julianne Wells Champlin
Trinity Leia Conn
Elena Erin Conser (M)
Sophia Carmen Corde
Sean Eric Culm
Sophia Marta Dal Porto
Rafael Adin De La Zerda
Anne Helene Den Otter
Mia Theresa DiCaprio
Grace Gargan Edwards
Kiana Michelle Ford
Merrill McKenna Froneney (S)
Jonah Benjamin Gadasi
James Yun Ge (M)
Rebecca Lea Gilpin (M)
Bret Michael Gittleson
Julie Marilyn Gross
Carolyn Renee Hamman (M)
Peter Michael Hasslund
Ekaterina Elena Hood
Emily Faith Hoshaw (C)
Ingrid Izaguirre

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Leonard M. Miller School of Medicine

Established 1952

Presented by Henri R. Ford, M.D., M.H.A., Dean

Master of Public Health

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Aleza Ali
Aigerim Alpysbekova
Rachel Nicole Askowitz
Jared G. Blommel
Catarina Cadie Bloomfield
Barbara M. Bologna Di Mauro
Gill Chacko
Alyandra Celeste Colgan
Erin Rachel Collier
Ekomobong Edet Eyoh
Shelby Allyson Graff
Gabriela Guevara
Stephanie Joseph
Shweta Kambali
Samantha Ashlee Kanterman
Michelle Katz
Stephanie Kearney
Fnu Kiranmaya Muralidhar
Jissie Lee
Anran Liu
Jahan E. Mahjabin
Tessa Allison McKay
Shahil Mehta
Robert Andrew Mesa
Jessica Orr
Gabriela Sophia Pages
Benjamin Schachner
Colette Kirsty Shiu
Hannah Snitzer
Jordan Dunn Stillman
Jasmine Kirby Thomas
Kaylee Anne Van Dommelen
Mandeville Anne Wakefield
Jermaine Michael Walls
Kaicheng Wang
Rachel Alexandra Weststone
Mary V. Wick
Christine Marie Wilkins
Eva Adanna Williams
Adriana Jamie Wong
Alexander Scott Adamson Wood
Karen Yuan
Anna Michal Zeira

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

William Arguelles
Jennifer V. Chavez
Jasmine Danielle Green
Akhil Jayaprakash
Michaela Larson
Stephanie Negron
Randall G. Pierrot
Kaizer NuChina Robinson
Erin Ross
Alison Rebecca Salem
Melissa Anais Santiago

Master of Science

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Akeem Arthur
Grace Eneke Ashu
Kaliyah Lillie Brown
Jessica Campestrini
Muhammad Zain Chauhan
Joseph Michael Coro
Brett Joseph Doliner
Zachary James Donato
Valerie Marie Fernandez
Katherine Ferra Pradas
Stefanie Erika Filoramo
Avraham Shalom Fox
Eric Paul Gibbs
Rogelio Jose Gonzalez
Alex Devante Hernandez
Melissa Hernandez
Taylor Corbin Kot
Amanda Frankie Levine
Wenxin Liu
Erika Marulanda-Londono
Megan Leigh McSherry
Jessica Medina
Resham Prakash Mehtani
Charles Xavier Rodriguez
Pau Romaguea Llacer
Valerie Sapienza
Steven Aron Sorianio
Marina Marwan Tabbara
Sarada Devi Thanikachalam
Nhuong-Sao Nu Ton
Shenandoa Toote
Ahmed Valdes
Justin Wang
Carina Wu

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Eesh Dadheech
Nina Dyarchenko
Kristin Nicole Gmunder
Colleen Nicole Gorman
Katherine Lezcano
Ruixuan Ma
Marquese Noel-McCormick
Emily Pauline Rabinovich
Rashmika Reddy
Dallas Louis Sheinberg

Degrees conferred August 10, 2019

Abdulrahman Mohammed S. Aljohani
Ali’Tazia Barber
Alix Valentina Braun
Deva L. Cats Baril
Yu Che Lee
Isabella Theonil Lugo
Matthew McSoley
Daniel Samano Martin Del Campo
Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Jorge Antenor Florindez Ullilen
Ann Kurian
David McCarthy
Antonello Pileggi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Taylor Renee Adkins
Antonio Chahine
Sandra M. Farach
Julia M. Janecki
Justice Michaela King
Katherine Teresa McManus
Justine M. Ransdell
Caroline Ingrid Ripat
Henna Ukani

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Kimberly N. Garces
Patrick Shipman

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Clark G. Gilford Jr.
Hannah Renae Speaks

PHILLIP AND PATRICIA FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Established 1926

Presented by Shelton G. Berg, M.M., Dean

ARTIST DIPLOMA

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Wei Ting Chang
Lanjiabao Ge
Rachel Ginebra Gil
Omar Arturo Macias
Aleksandar Petrov

MASTER OF ARTS

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Desiree Jahah Bannister
Yuan Cao
Zakyra Colvin
Chia Jung Lin
Kimberly Lonetree
Kimberly Marriott
Samantha Carman Spaccasi

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Alivia Raquel Dandurand
Paul David Griffith
Chi Zhang

MASTER OF MUSIC

Degree candidates May 9, 2019

Clinton Michael Bleil
Maxwell Alec Braunstein
Brandon Tamarr Bryant
Taylor Joseph Camelio
Charles David Celaya
Miles Xavier Cowans
Maya Lorraine Davis
Eric Delgado
Santiago Diazgranados Berenguer
Qiqing Du
Gregory Rowland Evans
Matyas Daniel Fieszl
Kyle Leonard Gemberling
Kendall Ashton Lawhorn Grady
Andrew Cervantes Grishaw
Austin Lamont Hammonds
Jacquelyn Alexis Hernandez
Oriana Hidalgo
Keegan Matthew Hockett
Szu-Po Schubert Huang
Benjamin Harrison Hunter
Coburn Lloyd Jones
Daniel Karcher

(5) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

Jesse R. Klirsfeld
Paola Nicole Marrero
Denisse Martinez
Avery McGee
Thomas Edward McKee
Alissa Renee Musto
Martin Joseph Quinn
Liana Noel Ramos-Izquierdo
Carina Elizabeth Remmel
Taylor Danielle Rinehart
Giulia Ripani
Jossecarlo Romo Bocanegra
Victor Manuel Rubio Carrillo
Vicente Sanchis Martinez
Rachel Schuck
Michelle Margaret Schwab
Ryan James Smith
Joseph Evan Sperranzo
Nevena Stanic
Hua Tong
Rick Albert Urban
Josephine Grace Westphal
Lauren Elizabeth Wilson
Alex M. Witt
Hilary Yip

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Jessica Michelle Ciminero
Stephanie Morales
Marco Antonio Perez
Jeremiah Tindall
Miguel Humberto Tomas

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Raney McZeal Antoine Jr.
Jake Robert Banks
Alison Madden Belinsky
Michelle Ben-Reuven
Alexander Cruz
Alberto Fernandez
Hyungmin Lee
Chengge Li
Essilevi Joanna Nadal de Jesus
Stacy Nwigwe
Carlos Alberto Santiago Jr.
Daniel Kirk Zimmer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Degree candidate May 9, 2019

Prathmesh Ravindra Matodkar
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Daniel C. Calkins
Joseph Hustle Chica
Austin James Shields (M)
Abraham Martin Zimmerman (S)

Degree candidate August 10, 2019

Imani Coker

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Josue Amador
Martin Alexander Arellano
Gabrielle Marie Argimon (S)
Amanda Maria Arguello
Ashley Nicole Avicolli
Rowan Barcham
Brandon Jacob Barlow
Joshua Bermudez (S)
Andre Christopher Bernier (C)
Bryce Tasman Bottomly
Michelle Nicole Bourquisquet (C)
Alexandra Skye Brandenburg (S)
Laurel Jane Brooke (M)
Irene A. Castro
Adam Claussen (C)
Seth Howard Crail (S)
Jarred Graham Dahlerbruch
Carly Rose Damelio
Isabella Rose Engert
Eli Noah Feingold
Garrett Christopher Fracol
Robert Joseph
Justine Noel Garcia
Michael Roth Gibbons (C)
Dylan Buzz Gold
Rory Douglas Green
Kevin Daniel Gregory (M)
Jessica Nicole Hamorsky
Jordan Mariah Hurwitz
Eleanor Johnson (M)
Gregory Gray Kafkes
Mackenzie Claire Karbon
Sara Wallace Keden
Alexis Iadarose Kesselman (S)
Carter William Key (M)
Alice Hyun Ji Kim
Minjee Kwon
Luc Ian LaChapelle (M)
Laura Elise Lassen
Angela Chen Lin (M)
Daniel David Loumpouridis
Erika Geri Lowenthal
Tianhao Luo (C)
Yotsawan Meethongkum
Alyssa Mercedes Mena
Anthony Miller
Natalie Miller (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Aaron Mutchler
Caterina Patricia Papadopulos
Vyvyan Deandra Prado
Jordan Eric Rattner (S)
Shannon Tangney Richards (S)
Julian Alexi Rives
Cameron James Roberts (S)
Alexander Rosholt
Valeria Salgado (C)
Calli May Scofidio
Leila Alexandra Sunier
Neal Michael Taibel
Marissa Louise Takaki (M)
Jennifer Rose Thompson
Paige Towse
Justin Thomas Trout (S)
Antonio O’Rourke
Samuel Valancy (C)
Trevor C. Vansaun
Jose Pablo Veliz Aragon (M)
Benjamin Isaac Webster (S)
Arn Gerald Xu (M)

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Elizabeth Pauline Kennedy
Orietta Regalado

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Sara Antonia Arévalo
James Fitzgerald Bishop (M)
Erica Marie Gard
Nina Marie Guerrero
Robert Thomas Harper (M)
Hannah Marie Junco
Clarice Angelica Lee
Ian Gabriel Mitchell (M)
Leah Miriam Saunders
Jessica Rae Schwartz
Noah Tauscher

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

David Owen Esposito
Kristi Noelle Fowler
Reed Ferguson Gaines
Viviantina Johnson
Dominick Anthony Metro
Morgan Oliver
Carter Derek Vail
School of Nursing and Health Studies
Established 1968
Presented by Cindy L. Munro, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Alan Ray Pineda
Bridget Monet Rafford
Luis Sanchez

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Jennifer Del Carmen Cortina
Carla Justice
Christina Elizabeth Ow
Lila Natasha Shakur
Richard L. Troutman Jr.
Alexis Verdecia

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018
Stacy Almendarez
Amy Blackmon
Marco Alfanso Brown
Jerome Terrell Jumper
Adam M. Kabuka
Raymond D. Lewis
Briana Paris Maffettone
Daniel Antonio Marquez
Aaron Bradley Oken
Alexandra Péllicer
Destinee Stroud
Jessica Lucia Zamora

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Degree candidates May 9, 2019
Christine Morancy Alvarez
Christopher De La Paz
Hadde B. Flores
Jany Fuentes
Nataly Jean-Michel
Glori Nieves
Ugochi Nwanyetodi Nwaobi
Daranay Orta
Crystal Ann Pacca
Marie Stella Pierre
Nora Patricia Reino
Kerry Marie Ritchey
Liua Rodriguez
Roxana Rodriguez
Yolanda Natalee Roper
Lizbeth Sanchez
Zaily Santiesteban
Laura C. Thomson
Marta R. Verde

Degree candidates August 10, 2019
Dyanna Aguilar
Samantha E. Allen
Khulud Khalid M. Almutairi
Mohammed Ayyash
Bableen Kaur Bajwa
Samantha Lynne Band
Erin Barowskii
Dayron Barzaga Diegué
Tania Bejarano
Christine Benitez
Laura Benitez
Ignacio Bernal Jr.
Nour Bitar
Melanie Bivins
Jean Pierre Buchillon
Saira Barbara Campos
Jessica Marie Carraquillo
Marie Chambers
Gabriela Companioni
Joann Cornejo
Stephen James Courson
Elysia Danielle Dana
Gabriel Miguel Delgado
Casey Lynn Dennis
Carolina Diaz
Dianelys Diaz
Geniel Diaz
Lidia Diaz
Carissa Dobert
Caroline Bric Dondi
Nayara Dones
Jessica Drapluk
Nerlene Etienne
Ashley Faria
Natacha Francois
Yamileydi Garcia Gonzalez
Liliana Garvalosa
Ritz Carlene Georges
Clara Mary Gonzalez
Jaime Jose Gutierrez
Jennifer Gutierrez
Joseph Donald Hamilton
Maja Hiebec Hayes
Christian Huergo
Kathleen Frances Iquierdo
Elise Jacques
Laurie Jean Baptiste
Jeanine Johnson
JoAnne Marie-Rendie Jourdan
Yuanith Juarez
Rebecca Juliao
Matthew Kinzie
Shelby Knappen
Jacquelyn Rose Koenig-Morales
Krystyn Bennett Lambert
Edmond Lee
Andrea Murphy Leiner
Jessica Angela Leon
Krystal Leon
Diamond Esperanza Leonard
Cassandra Louisssaint
Stacey Petra Lowe
Keturah Lucas
Alexandra Mahon
Samantha Stephanie Maloney

Ricardo Francis Mandarano Jr.
Benjamin Allen Marshall
Luis Martija
Elizabeth Maya Palacio
Morgan McCauley
Otto Rene Mejia Jr.
Veronica Mendoza
Monica Menendez
Raelene Morgan
Alejandro Morlan
Laura Sims Muzenmaier
Thu D. Nguyen
Patrick W. Nugent Jr.
Glory Chinaza Onuoha
Celine Victoria Ow
Vanessa Alexis Paz
Priscilla Marie Perez
Pamela Alexandra Petry Martinez
Jonathan Pinero
Michelle Quispe
Allison Justine Rad
Danam Resnick
Amilcar Rey
Stephanie Ann Reyes
Arantis Rodriguez
Lissete Rojas
Melissa Rospigliosio
Alan Rubio
Muriname Saint Jean
Shaniee Salmon
Sonam Satterthwaite
Alexandra Seife
Rachael Marie Socarras
Francesca Alexis St. Pierre
Ashley Michelle Su
Julio C. Tercero
Kathleen Torres
Giselle Sosa Valdes
Adrianna Maria Valiente
Antonio Vazquez
Lucader Vedrine
Eileen Victoria Velasquez
Amaya Margarita Vinas
Leonard Mihai Vuicin
Jacqueline Rose Wéglewski
Kelly Wolfe
Chriis Alexandra Wong
Kayin Wong
Elena Michelle Wornom
Sara Jenet Young
Emily Kathryn Zeszutek
Angela Marie Zimmerman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
Degree candidates May 10, 2019
Lauren Rachel Adelstein
Madison Arnold
Candice Arthur
Alexa Morgan Chomko
Pamela Maria Concepcion
Kelly Noel Devlin
Ebony Eddy
Jala Elbiali

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Isabella Sophia Fernandez-Sastre
Valerie Louise Francillon
Ashley Garb
Lindsay Cole Garcia
Melissa Alexandria Hidalgo
Mansi Hukmani (C)
Frantzia Michelle Jeanty (M)
Helen Julia Kattoura (C)
Ariadna Marrero
Ellen Louise Mitchell (C)
Aviad Avraham Mizrahy
Mary Mussida Perez
Akina Nana
Danielle Carl Neskora (C)
Shefali Patel
Leah Ring
Kaeli Elizabeth Romero
Katherine Elizabeth Sickinger (S)
Roshae T. Singh
Juliana Sisco (C)
Victoria Frances Strippoli
Mia Terrana
Dominique Teta (M)
Delaney Marie Valdes
Joanna Valencia
Camila Victoria Vizzarrondo Ducret

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Patricia Blasco
Stephanie Gilbert
Serena Hou
Gabrielle Elisabeth Mommers (C)
James Paul Murphy
Laura Daniela Perez

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Ralph Martin Antonio (S)
Kelly Marie Boyle (S)
Gabriel Estevez
Christie Pflume
Anthony Carl Preston
Isabel Chantale Wyss

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Nicole Akkawi
Jillian Alexander (S)
Gabriela M. Amaya
Alexa Lauren-Seville Atamian (M)
Lillian Thrace Atkinson
Faiga F. Beer
Michelle Sophie Berkovich (C)
Bailey A. Bingham
Danielle Blandino
Sergio Ignacio Brenes
Asia Bridget
Sophia Catherine Bryant
Emily Ann Cabrera

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Eric Calaforra
Krystle Calboun
Alyssa Marie Caramico
Jessica Carro
Cassie Marie Caruso
Christopher Castaneda
Amanda Julia Castro (M)
Sarah Akuku Chacha
Jaspya Chinha
Emily V. Clover
Shayla Courtney Cobb
Jany Corria
Gino Angelo Cortes
Abigail Fairbanks Crowley (C)
Jennifer Marie Curley
Kirsten Renee Dadowski
Jenna Marie DiCarlo
Margot Elizabeth Duchowny
Tiffany Dyoos
Jessica Edathil
Amanda Gayle Edelmann
Brittny Cheyenne Ellis (M)
Alexander David Feld
Emely Felix Mendez
Libni Esther Fernandez
Katrina Ferreira
Samantha Forde
Vidalynn Herva Glaude
Maeher Grewal
Victoria Grace Jeanfreau Guidry
Arielle Gurien
Yaima Gutierrez
Ron Hardeo
Taylor Marie Harper
Shaneque Harvey
Peyton Nicole Hayes
Hannah E. Herr
Jasmine Hsieh
Timothy Lee Hulsker
Jodi L. Israel
Jessica La Shaun Jackson
Forest Delaney Jacobson
Caroline Jensen
Kristy Gisele Joseph
Danilo J. Kacic
Jordan Elizabeth Kaplan (C)
Natalia Leola Knight
Katherine M. Krauldis (M)
Carlin T. Lee
Victoria Lopatina
Jocelyn Bree Mallinger
Jake Ryan Mansfield
Mary Martelli-Raben
Kelly Ann McCabe
Meredith Leigh McCoid
Katherine Elizabeth McGriff (S)
Miranda Lee Mearsheimer
Suseth Mena (S)
Yanela Mendez
Kierrriel Mitchell
Patrick Raymond Moore
Dayna Morelli (C)
Gabriela Munoz
Mary Elizabeth Murphy (C)
Cinthia Ivette Narvaez
Carmen Oliveira

Degree candidates December 13, 2018

Genesis Orejas
Emma Ornholt
Ekaterina Ostriakova
Christopher Otero
Melissa Pena
Gabriela Piacentini
Jessica Puentes
Michelle Alexandra Puma
Rosemarie Reyes
Sade Lee Robinson
Mary Veronica Roerry
Amalia Del Socorro Roman
Haley Marie Rudnik
Nicole Marie Russo
Evelyn Valerie Salmeron
Maria San Martin
Antonio Javier Sanchez Gonzalez (S)
Viviana Carolina Santiago
Isabella Gianna Sarabia (M)
Dasia Scott
Danielle Segarra
Alexandra Smal
Sabrina Shea Smith
Alexandra Marie Stathas (S)
Lauren Anne Sygiel
Alana Taylor
Hannah Tomlinson
Theodora Turrin
Haley Sue Updike
Julissa Mercedes Uribe
Michelle Valladares
Mia Diane Van Peenen (C)
Ekaterina Varlamova-Clarke
Juarin Lourdes Viloria
Lloyd Ronald Webb
Isabella Wen
Jaydon Nicole Wilkerson
Abigail Erin Wilton
Rhonda Yousef

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Blessing Adebesin
Katya A. Bachor
Rachel Christine Barlow
Jeffrey Ross Barnica
Barbara Ann Benzenberg
Tabitha Ann Bickman
Brenda Blanco
Sarah Bradburd
Alexis Deanna Bravo
Kara Brucket-Frisk
Mitchell Boyd Cain
Aimee Elizabeth Castillo
Isis Cenden
Shayna Chamberlin
Lianet Chao
Keyondra Colbs
Endji Samanta Dalusma
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
PUBLIC HEALTH

Degree candidates May 10, 2019

Johnna Lee Bakalar (C)
Ashley Samantha Baker
Cara Barazia (S)
Nicole Josephine Bazinet (C)
Sylvie Brounstein (C)
Sharon Civil
Laura Cornelius (C)
Gabrielle Rose D’Ambrosi (M)
Malika Michelle Elmengad (M)
Sydney Berg Epstein
Caitlin Woestman Ferzoco
Alexianna Justice Francois
Kyra Freeman (C)
Erin Siobhan Gallogly
Amanda Kate Green (C)
Miguel Alejandro Hernandez
Neha Kotha
Avanna Paige Korlarz
Jisun Lim
Evelyn Pauline Mangold (M)
Andrew Jeffrey Marion Jr.
Anna Rose Marshall (M)
Megan Mathew (S)
Ellen Louise Mitchell (C)
Danielle Musto (C)
Jarlin Gabriel Perez
Alexia Polo
Kyla Anita Portnoy (M)
Khaila Alese Prather
Claudia Isabella Ramirez
Samreen Guro Razuman (C)
Kristine Elizabeth Reynardus
Marla Mikhailuvna Sagatelian
Julia Brooke Saxe
Lindsey Blake Spring (M)
Samantha Brooke Steel
Tariana Kathleen Stevens (C)
Rajiv Tummala (C)
Valentina Vargas (C)
Matthew Anthony Vollaro (C)
Audrey Grace Whitaker (S)
Kristin Williams
Lauren Malia Wilson
James Zimmerman

Degree candidates August 10, 2019

Destiny James
Shikha Patel
Alexander Edward Vernon

Degrees conferred December 13, 2018

Vallerie Yole Felix (C)
Shaitia Martin
Congratulations! Welcome to the University of Miami Alumni Association. You are now part of our global network of more than 185,119 alumni residing in all 50 states and 154 countries around the world! Here is how to stay connected:

JOIN A 'CANES COMMUNITY!
We have 30+ 'Canes Communities across the globe. Connect with UM alumni and friends for Game Watch Parties and more!

DOWNLOAD THE UM ALUMNI APP AND GET SOCIAL!
Get the UM Alumni App to stay connected and access your digital Alumni Card, exclusive benefits, and the directory!

COME HOME FOR ALUMNI WEEKEND!
Gather with friends and celebrate at the Alumni Lounge! It's the best place to see the boat-burning and fireworks show!

NAVIGATE YOUR CAREER!
We offer programs, resources, and relationships to help you manage your professional success!

SUPPORT YOUR FAVORITE AREA OF THE "U"
Leave a legacy for future 'Canes by visiting us at annualgiving.miami.edu to learn more!

1-866-UMALUMS (862-5867)
alumni@miami.edu
alumni.miami.edu
The Great Seal of the University of Miami symbolizes exceptional scholarship, a limitless quest for knowledge, and an abiding commitment to service shared by University faculty, staff, and students. The Great Seal includes a stylized sun and palm tree, as well as a shield with the traditional symbols of education—a key, a book, and a torch. The key signifies the unlocking, discovery, or re-evaluation of learning and knowledge; the book holds the Latin words for discovery, preservation, and dissemination of knowledge; and the torch symbolizes the spread and dissemination of learning. Below the shield is the University’s Latin motto, from the Book of Esdras, *Magna Est Veritas*: Great Is Truth.
The Mace

The academic mace, an enduring symbol of institutional authority and prestige, is a vestige from prehistoric times. First used as a battle weapon, the mace evolved into a ceremonial staff carried in processions of royalty, magistrates, and church or university officials.

The University of Miami's current mace, which dates back to 1986, was sculpted by former UM Professor of Art William Ward. He chose a contemporary design, one that reflects the University’s timelessness and perpetual growth from a young institution to one of national prominence. The clean lines and polished silver surface are elegant, dignified, and reflective of colors, textures, and forms in the ever-changing environment. Ward indicated that timelessness is further represented by the mace’s geometric design. Rather than employing symbols like books, candles, or globes, he noted that “these geometric shapes are not tied to fad or style but are an integral part of our world. There are obvious relationships to mathematics and the sciences, and as the mace is rotated, some of the planes at the top resemble letters. Its complexity is like the unfolding plot of a good story.”

The University of Miami’s current mace serves as a symbolic weapon to protect the ideals of truth, justice, and learning. During the commencement ceremony, it is carried at the head of the academic procession by the Grand Marshal, whose symbolic duty is the protection of the University, its people, and its processes.

The University of Miami Presidential Chair

The University of Miami Presidential Chair, or cathedra, takes its place on the commencement stage as a new symbol of the Office of the President. Traditionally representing the seat of learning, the cathedra was designed and crafted by master furniture maker Austin Matheson, an adjunct professor in the School of Architecture whose family history in South Florida predates the University’s 1925 founding.

Matheson carved and joined what appear to be the seamless pieces of the chair from a single slab of highly prized and once-abundant Cuban mahogany wood. It was salvaged from a tree felled by a hurricane in nearby Coconut Grove. The fluidity of his design represents the idea that “We Are One U,” while his use of a contemporary style and a few traditional flourishes represent the University’s rich past and promising future. “The chair is unique. It has no precedent. It stands alone,” Matheson said.

Etched by laser, the Great Seal of the University of Miami is prominently displayed on the splat, or back, of the chair. More subtly, twin silhouettes of an ibis head, with its graceful beak, adorn each side of the crest rail. Known for its invincible spirit when hurricanes approach, the marsh bird has been the school mascot since the University opened its doors, just a month after the hurricane of 1926 devastated Miami. Like the chair, the ibis continues to be a symbol of our resilience and renewal as we approach our new century.

The Invocation

Spirituality is an important part of many students’ lives and is a traditional element of the commencement exercises. Following the processions and national anthem, each commencement ceremony opens with an invocation offered by a member of the University of Miami Chaplains Association who represents one of the three major faiths, Christianity, Judaism, or Islam. The invocation is meant to celebrate the accomplishments of our students and encourage them to lead lives that embody the virtues that their education has instilled.
The ceremonies of commencement immerse us in the rich tradition of academic honors and dress that reaches back to the early days of the world’s oldest universities.

The University of Miami awards degrees in three basic divisions—the doctorate, master’s, and baccalaureate—which can be traced to medieval times. The student receiving a “first degree in arts” was crowned with a wreath of laurel berries, hence “baccalaureate” and “bachelor.” The master’s degree was a license to teach (Licentia docendi), so the “master” was an appropriate title. The student was even better qualified to teach, for this degree required advanced study, independent research, and defense of a “thesis.” These standards still apply to the doctorate, except for those conferred *honoris causa* (as honorary degrees) for meritorious service in public or private endeavor.

Some degrees are awarded with special recognition. For those who have achieved appropriate standards in their work, the words *cum laude* (with praise), *magna cum laude* (with high praise), and *summa cum laude* (with highest praise) are used. Students who have met formal scholarly demands, including both specified courses and high overall grade averages, may graduate with “General Honors.” These achievements are recorded on diplomas and in official transcripts.

From medieval practice, academic dress has three items: cap, gown, and hood. In reviving the use of these items for the United States, an intercollegiate commission in 1895 drafted a code that most universities, including the University of Miami, follow.

For all degrees, the mortarboard is the traditional cap. The tassel may be gold for a doctor or may indicate the field of study.

The bachelor’s gown is black with long, pointed, open sleeves. The master’s gown is black with a long, closed sleeve hanging below the elbow. The doctor’s gown is black and is distinguished by three bars of velvet on a full sleeve.

The academic hood is the identifying symbol of the degree. Its length indicates which degree it represents: three feet for the baccalaureate, three-and-a-half for the master’s, and four for the doctorate. The lining indicates the college or university that awarded the degree. University of Miami hoods are lined in orange, green, and white. The color of the velvet band represents the academic discipline. The most frequently seen colors are white for arts, yellow for science, pink for music, sapphire blue for philosophy, purple for law, scarlet for divinity, green for medicine, light blue for education, drab for business, orange for engineering, violet for architecture, gray for general studies, and apricot for nursing.

President Julio Frenk wears a black robe with four black velvet bars. The fourth chevron indicates this is the presidential regalia. The gown features orange and green piping as well as a doctoral hood lined in orange, green and white—reflecting the official University of Miami school colors.
The Music of the Ceremony

University of Miami Fanfare

Great universities throughout the country begin their halftime performances with a special fanfare consisting of small portions of their school fight songs and alma mater. The fanfare signals the start of halftime festivities, exciting the crowd and encouraging loyal fans to remain in their seats during the band’s performance. Following the Miami Hurricane’s National Championship season in 2001-2002, David Lambert, D.M.A. ’05, wrote a similar fanfare for the University of Miami. “UM Fanfare” was premiered by the University of Miami Band of the Hour during the 2004 Miami Hurricane home football opener versus Florida State University. It has since been performed as a prelude to all Band of the Hour performances and has become a part of the University of Miami’s commencement to announce the opening of the ceremony.

President’s Processional Fanfare

Commencement ceremonies are rich in history, tradition, and ritual. Over the years, the University of Miami has had a number of talented musicians and composers contribute to that history and tradition. The “President’s Processional Fanfare – Toward Our New Century” was commissioned by the Phillip and Patricia Frost School of Music for the inauguration of the University of Miami’s sixth president, Julio Frenk. Written by Brian Balmages, M.M. ’00, the fanfare premiered on January 29, 2016, at President Frenk’s inauguration ceremony.

The Music of Henry Fillmore

Henry Fillmore, the American composer and bandleader best known for his marches, was an ardent supporter, friend, and benefactor of the University of Miami band. After retiring to Miami, he quickly adopted the Band of the Hour at the University of Miami as his own. As a result, he was named “permanent guest conductor” of the band, and in appreciation of his dedication, the University awarded Fillmore an honorary doctorate in music. Fillmore’s prominence as a band composer and his tireless dedication to the field of music remain his legacy. Benefiting most from his musical passion and artistry was the University of Miami band, to which he bequeathed most of his estate. The Henry Fillmore Band Hall, dedicated in 1959 along with the Fillmore Museum, is a symbol of that legacy.

The recessional music today is but a small part of his life’s work. Each selection has a unique relationship to Miami and the University. “The Miami March” was dedicated to the community of Greater Miami, which enthusiastically supported Fillmore and his music.
Southern suns and sky blue water
Smile upon you Alma Mater
Mistress of this fruitful land
With all knowledge at your hand
Always just, to honor true
All our love we pledge to you
Alma Mater
Stand forever
On Biscayne’s wondrous shore.
Reception and Parking Information

The Spring commencement ceremonies will be held in the Watsco Center on the Coral Gables campus. Free parking is conveniently located adjacent to the Watsco Center and at Pavia and Merrick Garages with shuttle service to the Watsco Center. Guests attending receptions also may park in the red lots. Special Needs parking is available at the Watsco Center in the blue lots. No handicap or other parking passes are required for any commencement guests. Parking at Ponce Garage is strictly reserved for patients of The Lennar Foundation Medical Center.

Receptions will be held at the following locations on the designated dates and times:

1. **School of Architecture**
   Jorge M. Perez Architecture Center
   Irvin Korach Gallery
   **Graduate Degree Recipients**
   May 9, 2019 • 5 p.m.
   **Undergraduate Degree Recipients**
   May 10, 2019 • 3 p.m.

2. **College of Arts and Sciences**
   Cox Science Center Portico
   May 10, 2019 • 11 a.m.

3. **Miami Business School**
   Cesarano Plaza
   **Graduate Degree Recipients**
   May 9, 2019 • 11:30 a.m.–1:30 p.m.
   **Undergraduate Degree Recipients**
   May 10, 2019 • 1:30–3:30 p.m.

4. **School of Communication**
   Frances L. Wolfson Building Courtyard
   May 10, 2019 • 3 p.m.

5. **School of Education and Human Development**
   Merrick Breezeway
   George Feldenkreis Fountain
   May 10, 2019 • 3 p.m.

6. **College of Engineering**
   McArthur Engineering Building
   May 10, 2019 • 12 p.m.

7. **School of Law**
   School of Law Bass Bricks
   May 11, 2019 • 12 p.m.

8. **Phillip and Patricia Frost School of Music**
   Shalala Student Center
   Activities Room
   May 10, 2019 • 3–5 p.m.

9. **School of Nursing and Health Studies**
   Shalala Student Center
   Grand Ballroom
   May 10, 2019 • 8:30 a.m.

10. **Division of Continuing and International Education**
    Newman Alumni Center
    Tower Room
    April 29, 2019 • 6 p.m.

11. **UOnline**
    Shalala Student Center
    Activities Room
    May 8, 2019 • 3–5 p.m.

12. **Graduate School**
    Doctoral Degree Candidates
    Hooding Rehearsal and Reception
    Watsco Center, Hurricane 100 Room
    May 8, 2019 • 4–6 p.m.

13. **Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science**
    Undergraduate Degree Recipients
    Shalala Student Center
    Grand Ballroom
    May 9, 2019 • 5–7 p.m.
    **Graduate Degree Recipients**
    Rosenstiel School Auditorium
    4600 Rickenbacker Causeway
    Miami, FL 33149
    May 10, 2019 • 10:30 a.m.

Stop by the U Statue at the Rock on Friday, May 10, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. for a complimentary photo!